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One of the most complicated computer applications in
the industrial sector is the production information
system. Although there exists quite a number of software
packages in the market, very few manufacturers in Hong
Kong have successfully computerised their production
control system. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly,
all the packages available are aimed at large companies
and needed to be run on main-frames. They cannot be
afforded by most of the Hong Kong manufacturers which are
made up of small to medium-sized companies. Moreover, a
lot of system tailoring, either to the package or to the
organisation or both, is needed before a usable production
control system can be produced. These all add to the cost
and effort of implementation and have inhibited a lot of
those who want to try. Secondly, due to the variety of
activities involved, it is generally believed that
computerisation of a production control system to suit the
individual characteristics of a particular organisation
under the fast changing operational constraints will be
very difficult, if not impossible. This lack of
confidence from the management has withheld many
manufacturers from automating the data processing of their
production control system.
However, it is well understood that an efficient and
effective production control system is a vital element of
success to these manufacturers. With cheaper computer
hardware and the introduction of microcomputer in recent
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years, it has come to a point that even small manufacturers
should find themselves easily affordable to computerize
their production information system. In the present
project, it is hoped that through the case study of a
local small-sized electronics manufacturer, a computerized
production control system can be designed to the benefit
of the company. Part of the proposed system will be
further tested on a microcomputer to find out its
feasibility and performance. Based on the results and
experience obtained, an implementation plan of a low-cost
computerized production information system will be
recommended to the company. Problems and various issues.
evolved during the design and sample implementation within
this study will also be examined.
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Electronics manufacturers in Hong Kong are mainly export
oriented. In-order to be successful in such a competitive
environment, they need to react and readjust themselves
continuously to the fast changing macro-economic climate at
large and technology changes as well as product trends of
their field in'particular. As a result, an information
system which can provide timely information on the status of
the different facets of the production operations to help
management in day-to-day decision making and future planning
is vital to the well-being of these manufacturers.
The company understudy was started as an aluminium
rolling mill in early 1950's and is now the largest producer
in Hong Kong. An electronics division was setup four years
ago with the objective of diversification. The management
has chosen to specialize in producing electronic security
products which have a relatively stable market and require
technological expertise'only at a medium level. Its major
products at. present are burglar alarms and temperature
modulators, exporting mainly to U.E.A. and Europe.
Since its operation is entirely different from the
rolling mill industry, the electronics division, although
housed in the same building, often acts like an independent
company with its systems and practices following its own.
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industry. With the size of a typical small electronics
manufacturer in Hong Kong, the division now occupies a
factory area of 8,500 square feet and employs about 15 staff
and 80 workers. As the number of staff is so small, some of
the production departments are manned by only one staff
member.
The division has already grown out of its survival stage
and has experienced substantial growth during the past 12
months. In particular, original equipment manufacturers'
(OEM) products have gradually assumed a significant portion
of its business and such trend is anticipated to continue in
the foreseeable future. As sales volume and product
varieties have kept on increasing, the present manual.
production information system has been found to be
ineffective to cope with the growth. Under these
circumstances, management has decided to investigate the
feasibility of computerization.
Presently, only the accounting system of the division
has been computerized and is integrated with the accounting
system of the rolling mill division. The total system is
being run and shared with its sister company's systems on a
Wang 2200MVP mini-computer. Due to capacity constraints, it
is unlikely that further system applications of the division
can be accomodated in the Wang computer.
Statement of Problems
From the interview with the Factory Manager of the
Electronics Division, it is found that the following issues
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should be looked into for any attempt to computerize the
production control information system of the division.
1. Since the establishment of the electronics division, an
informal production control information system has been
evolved to match with the simple organisation structure
set up intentionally by the. management. However, after
several years of growth and development, the product
varieties offered by the company has greatly increased the
complexity of production planning and control processes.
Moreover, the decision made in last year to enter the OEM
market also requires a tighter control over the entire
production process for the division to remain
competitive. Hence, the management would like to know
whether the present production information system is still
adequate to fulfill the present organisation needs.
2. The rapid changes in the operating environment of the
company, in particular the material supply aspects, in
recent years have demanded a closer monitoring of external
environmental factors. With the present resources
available, only limited information can be processed in
time. In order to ease the decision-making process, the
management would like to know whether these timely
information can be obtained through re-design of the
present information flow.
3. Potential advantages of computerization of information
system is well realised by the management, yet nearly all
successful implementations were made on areas such as
financial accounting and little is known on production
control area. So, the management would like to know
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whether a computerized production control information
system is feasible for the division.
4. Due to the small size of the division, the management is
not prepared to make major investment in electronic data
processing equipments. They would like to know whether
the proposed system can work on one of those microcomputer
systems available in market.
Objectives
After defining the problems faced by the management in
attempts to computerize the production information system,
the objectives of the present research are set as follows:
1. To examine the organisation structure of the division, the
basic functions and inter-relationships among the
departments of the present manual system so as to identify
the information needs-of the production control system.
2. To propose a computerized production control system that',
matches the existing organisation structure and fulfils
the information processing requirements identified.
3. To implement part of the proposed system on a
microcomputer and from this experience, to investigate the
feasibility of implementing the total system on a hardware
configuration readily available in the market.
4. From the above findings, to work out an implementation
plan for the particular production control system proposed.
Methodology
The methodology for the study is as follows:
1. The routine operation of the present manual system is
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observed through "stimulus-response" method where
consequent responses to an external. stimulus are traced.
2. Information needs and desired improvements of the proposed
system from both the management and the operators are
identified through department interviews.
3. A production control information system that tailors to
the. need of the company based on-information obtained
above is drafted for future computerization. A final
design that suits the organisation most is obtained
through continuous consultation and refinement with every
individual involved.
4. A representative part of the proposed system is selected
for implementation on a microcomputer so that potential
difficulties and limitations in actual system,
computerization can be revealed.
5. Based on the above experience, a hardware configuration
requirement is projected for future computerisation of the
proposed system.
6. A feasible implementation plan for the proposed system is
worked out and recommended to the management.
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Organisation Structure
An-organization chart of the Electronics Division,
Meyer Aluminium Ltd is shown in Fig. 2-1. Some brief
descriptions about the functions of the departments are
given below:
1. Upper Management: responsible for company policy and
strategy formation, and monitoring the overall
performance of the organisation.
2. Operations Manager Office: to implement the policy
decisions of Upper Management and supervise the
proper running of the operations held within the
division.-
3. Production Planning and Material Control Department:
responsible to set up the master production
schedule according to demand and derive the
material requirements plan-to support the
scheduled production activities.
4. Purchasing Department: to make necessary purchases based
on purchase requisitions and see to their
successful completion.
5. Production Department: responsible to organise labour
and material to produce quality products at
minimum cost (or.maximum efficiency) to meet the
7FIG. 2-1 PRESENT ORGANISATION STRUCTURE OF ELECTRONICS DIVISION
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6. Quality Assurance Department: responsible for all
quality matters within the division, which
includes checking incoming received materials,
handling rejected items, monitoring quality
standards of the manufacturing process employed
and inspecting final product quality on behalf' of
the customers.
7. Storeroom: to handle physical in/out of material as
well as final products and keep track of every
material flow transaction occured within the
division.
8. Accounting/Costing Department: responsible to keep
track of all financial transactions of the
division and provide cost data for management to
evaluate the performance of operations carried out
by the division.
9. Engineering Department: responsible for new product
development and their manufacturing process
design. It also gives technical support to all
other departments such as to suggest quality
assurance standards, material approval, customer
engineering services, etc.
10. Labour Personnel Department: to maintain record of all
labour costs incurred in the manufacturing process.
11. Plant maintenance Department: responsible for all
housekeeping functions and workshop facilities to




Being a typical electronics manufacturer in Hong Kong,
the type of manufacturing operations carried out by the
division is in the form of assembly line operations.
Centered around'conveyor belts, the assembly line operations
can easily be rearranged to suit different products as very
few expensive equipments are needed. In such a labour-
intensive operation as electronics product assembling,
production planning.and control boils down simply to manpower
capacity and material availability planning and control.
Hence, much effort has to be spent in areas other than the
production process planning.
In-house product design capacity has been incorporated
since the division's establishment. In the past few years,
a number of these products have been introduced into the
market successfully and become regular products of the
division. Since these products represent the standard
line, stock of finished products are usually available to
meet customer order of small quantity. So, production
volume of. these regular products are planned according to
sales forecast and many planning activities and decisions
are made long before customer-commitments have been
received.
For customer orders that need modification on the
regular products, or OEM orders that the divison starts to
move into presently, production activities will only be
carried out after a firm order has been received. Stricter
control has to be enforced during-their execution since
less flexibility is allowed both in time and material
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resources. 'So, much management attention is diverted to
these activities and this starts to-drain on the present
system resources as the volume of OEM activities grows.
Existing Information System
An organisation can be viewed as a total information
system composed of several subsystems. The production
control system of Meyer Electronics can be considered as
divided into seven subsystems, i.e., customer order
servicing, engineering and production data control, plant
monitoring and control, production and material planning,
purchasing and receiving, store control and cost planning
and control. Their interrelationships are given in Fig.
2-2. The functions of these subsystems as well as their
respective document'flowcharts are described below. Since
many of the departments are of simple structure and located
close to each other, much information is passed informally
and-sometimes no'document can be traced.
Customer Order Servicing Subsystem (Fig. 2-3)
In Meyer Electronics, all customer orders are serviced
by'the sales/shipping department.
Upon receipt of a customer.order(either of regular
product or OEM origin), verbal confirmation on its
acceptability and possible delivery date is sought from the
production planning and material control department (for
regular items) or from Operations Manager office (for
regular products with modifications or OEM items) before
sales confirmations are sent to the customer for approval.
FIG. 2-2 INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIOUS INFORMATION SUBSYSTEMS:
Upper Management
IMEYER ELECTRONICS
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Copies of the sales confirmations will then be sent to
.accounting/costing department. (for future reference
purpose) and production planning and material control
department (for incorporating this order-into the master
production schedule.)
When the order is completed (or a completion date is
anticipated),*production planning and material control
department will inform sales/shipping department (usually
verbally) to arrange for their delivery. After appropriate
shipping arrangements are'made, a shipping advice is issued
to inform production-department on the exact particulars of
shipping date and shipping mark required. After the
finished goods are'shipped, sales invoice is sent to the
customer for payment and copies of the invoice are given to
accounting/costing department for follow-up actions.
Engineering and Production
Data Control Subsystem (Fig. 2-4)
Within the production control system of Meyer
Electronics, I all relevant technical information of
engineering and production data are distributed and
maintained by the engineering department.
When a new product (either developed internally or an
OEM product introduced externally) is intended to be
executed, it will be thoroughly studied by engineering
department which will then issue a product production file
listing detail specifications of materials used, suggested
production process, quality assurance standards and
procedure, etc., to both production department and quality
14
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assurance department to ensure sufficient information has
been passed on to departments concerned for carrying out
the production operations smoothly. Also, a product
specification that describes product features and quality
standards to be met by the final product manufactured is
prepared to serve as a guideline for quality assurance
department to control the quality of finished products and
for sales department to answer customer enquiries. Then a
product material list, that gives a comprehensive listing
of all materials needed for. the complete assembly of the
final product is issued. This document is used as the
basis for material.planning (production control and
material control department, purchasing department),
physical allocation (storeroom, production department),
cost calculation and usage monitoring (accounting/costing
department). Based on this newly issued material list, new
items are entered into the master parts list which is a
record file containing all inventory items approved by
engineering department (technical specifications) and
purchasing department (suppliers) maintained jointly by
engineering and purchasing department. The master parts
list will serve as an one-to-one identification between
part numbers used and inventory items employed in the
products. All material referenced by other departments
will be made with the part number specified to ensure
consistency and uniqueness of items mentioned.
After the product is put into the assembly process,
continuous feedback of problems encountered by production
aonartmAnturina the manufacturing process is passed on to
16
enginnering.department (to review technical aspects of
design, material and manufacturing process) and quality
assurance department (to review their incoming standards
and quality assurance procedure)'via repair reports that
consist of causes of defects discovered in production.
Plant'Monitoring and Control Subsystem (Fig. 2-5)
The division employs self-reporting procedure for the
production department to monitor its own progress on all
production orders on hand. Data collected include a daily
production report that gives the daily progress of each
production order in execution, a monthly production status
report that describes the month-end status -of- each product
in production, plus the work-in-progress inventory
conditions and a production time record report that depicts
the labour allocation for each production order upon their
completion.
The daily production report and the production time
record report are passed on to production planning and
material control department for master production schedule
review and future planning references and'then to the
Operations Manager Office for performance monitoring and
evaluation. The monthly production status reports are
distributed to production planning and material control
department (for production planning purposes), the
accounting/costing department (for cost accounting
purposes) and the operation Manager office (for performance
control purposes).
17




































Planning Subsystem (Fig. 2-6)
As mentioned before, the products manufactured by the
division can be divided into two categories, those that are
made to stock and those that are produced to order. The
production planning and material control department is-
responsible for forward planning of material and
manufacturing activities to match demands based on
information of orders at hand and the inventory policy of
finished goods decided by management subject to the limited
production resources available at maximum efficiency.
Based on the sales confirmations received from the
sales/shipping department and information on finished goods
shipped, a monthly sales report is prepared showing the
present condition of.sales orders and the coming sales
demand. A next month's firm order report will be prepared
to reflect the production capacity occupancy in the
following month.
From the above information of sales orders and
available sales forecast data, material availability,
production capacity of the plant, etc., a master
production schedule for the coming month and beyond is
prepared which is.subject to continuous review.and
readjustment. After the master production schedule has
been worked out, production orders for separate products
are released accordingly so that material purchases or
allocations can be made in advance (by purchasing
department and storeroom).. and plans of manufacturing
activities can be prepared and carried out without
19



































Purchasing and Receiving Subsystem (Fig. 2-7)
All purchase functions of the division are originated
f rom'the Operations Manager office and carried out by the
purchasing. department to obtain parts from vendors
fulfilling quantity and specifications requirements. The
quality assurance department is charged with all necessary
incoming inspections to ensure materials received are up to
the quality standard agreed.
When a material request is received verbally from the
Operations Manager, purchasing department will base on the
inventory records and material parts list to calculate the
quantity required to be purchased. Then, the purchaser
will refer to the history file which contains all purchase
history of inventory items to select and negotiate with
vendors before purchase orders are issued to the selected
vendors. Approved copies of the purchase order will be
returned by the vendor to signify their agreement with the
terms included. Also, copies of the purchase order will be
sent to storeroom and accounting/costing department for
follow-up actions.
When the ordered items are received, a rough check, on
its appearance and quantity are performed by the storeroom
and followed by quality checks. carried out by the incoming
quality control personnel of quality assurance department.
The status of various materials received within a period is
summarised in a material receipt advice which is sent
periodically to accounting/costing department and
21
FIG. 2-7 PURCHASING AND RECEIVING SUBSYSTEM










































Operations Manager Office for accounting and control
purposes.
When the vendor's invoice is received, it will be
.passed to the storeroom to-check with its corresponding
purchase order and the quantity already delivered before
sending to accounting/costing department for payment.
If the material received cannot meet the quality
standard specified, they will undergo an inspection carriec
out by the quality assurance department to identify the
exact cause for reject as well as where the responsibility
lies before purchasing department will notify the vendor of
the case. At the same time, accounting/costing department
will be informed for appropriate actions.
Store Control Subsystem (Fig. 2-8)
All physical items that go into or come out from the
production of Meyer Electronics must pass through the
storeroom which is held responsible to keep track of all
physical flow of inventory items and finished goods as well
as providing this information to all relevant departments
for decision making.
When ordered items received from vendors have passed
the incoming quality control inspections, it is recorded
into the physical in/out file that is maintained as the
up-to-date record of actual quantity of inventory items
(including finished goods) at the store's disposal.
Whenever material is needed for some activities carried out
by production department, engineering department or
sales/shipping department, material requisition forms are
25








































filled out to specify quantity-needed and the purpose of
such requisition. Then, -a copy of the requisition form
will be*kept as'a permanent record in storeroom and after
the physical 'in/out file has been updated, a copy of the
form will be sent to accounting/costing department for cost
accounting purposes. Also, when finished goods are shipped
out from the production area to customers, finished goods
receipt advice is sent to the storeroom to update the
in/out file and a copy is sent to accounting/costing for
payment control.
Since the inventory status of the division is an
important factor in all decisions concerning inventory
management, cost control and production activities
planning, a monthly inventory report is prepared by
the storeroom and issued to the Operations Manager office
(for inventory management and control), the production
planning and material control department (for production
scheduling), and accounting/costing department (for cost
accounting and auditing). To facilitate the checking and
auditing by accounting/costing department, a document
control report is issued from storeroom to synchronise the
cut-off point of storeroom and accounting/costing
department on the month-end balances.
Cost Planning and Control Subsystem (Fig. 2-9)
The overall perf ormance of the whole production system
is judged by the upper management through the monthly sales
and production report prepared by the Operations Manager.
To achieve this aim of performance evaluation, the
25
































Operations Manager is responsible to analyse the cost
elements involved in the present production operations and
use the results available for control and planning purposes.
Since the assembly operations are labour intensive,
the labour cost will affect significantly the performance
of the system. So, the labour personnel department
maintains a labour personnel file that contains wage rate
information-of individual workers. Based on the time card
record of each worker's attendance, a wage sheet will be
compiled for accounting/costing department (payment
purpose) and Operations Manager Office (for control
purpose). At the same time, a monthly man-hour allocation
report on various products produced by production
department will also be submitted to the Operations Manager
Office for cost control.
Based on the wage rate information received, a
break-down of the labour cost is computed by the Operations
Manager Office. This is summarized in the monthly report on





After tracing through the document flow of the
existing production control information system and
listening to the comments made by the personnel involved in
interviews, many aspects of the existing information system
are found to be inappropriate to suit the ever-changing
environment of the industry. Before we.discuss the
potential problems of the existing production control
system, we would like to summarize the major strengths of
the system that has brought the division to its present
state.
Strengths of Existing System
Simple Structure
The division has kept its organization structure
simple. and lean. In fact, many departments are operated by
a single staff yet all necessary functions for operation
and control are incorporated. This arrangement results in
a closely knitted group within which information passes on
to one another freely. This is particularly useful in
dealing with emergency cases, which occur frequently in the
production environment of electronics'industry in Hong Kong.
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Few Documents
Within the production control system, only those
documents that are essential for the operation and
fulfilling auditing requirements are generated and
distributed to relevant parties. This-saves a lot of
efforts to fill out or to read unnecessary forms by the
staff concerned, hence making efficient use of the limited
man-power resources available.
Centralised Management Style
With the wide span supervisory control of the
Operations Manager within the division, all major decisions
concerning the operations of the production control system
are made or approved by him, hence ensuring consistent and
quick response to the changing environment.
Flexible Procedure
Since no policy manual or procedure manual exists, the
operations can adapt to different circumstances freely to
achieve maximum efficiency and optimal response time.
Weaknesses To Be Rectitiea
Although the above strengths of the present production
control system have helped the division to start from its
initial stage, yet continuous growth of the organisation
over the years has exerted its pressure on the system. For
the division to continue its expansion, some weaknesses of
the present system have to be rectified in any.f uture
system development plans.
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In order to keep the operations of the production
control system at.a low cost, the organisation structure is
kept simple and lean so-that no redundant man-power is
available. This leads to the fact that only critical
information (or those instructed by upper management) is
collected and analysed (if time is available), thus early
warning of troubles is usually over-looked as many signs
that may show up in the course.of operation are ignored.
These result in frequent emergency plan implementation to
remedy the situation that in turn consumes the already
limited human resources.
Expansion of the division has significantly increased
the workload of the Operations Manager. In particular, his
involvement in marketing activities-has taken up his time
considerably. The advantage of wide span control-exercised
within the division which originally plan to achieve better
coordination and quicker response gradually eroded away as
the availability of the Operations Manager becomes
limited.- In fact, communication links between management
and the action group have to be strengthened so that
policies can be carried out consistently even without
direct supervision of the Operations Manager.
,Due to the same reasons suggested above, formal policy
manual and procedure manual become necessary. Without
clearly defined responsibilities of operation personnel
involved and well documented information flow of the
system, problems may arise when direct supervision from the
Operations Manager is not available.
Since much of the information within the system is
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passed on verbally through the casual relationship
developed, the person who possesses the information needed
will be referred to irrespective of his job position.
Hence, sometimes, task will follow people instead of roles
performed.
As the personnel of the system is fully occupied in
their work already,-any concentration of workload in a
short period will greatly lengthen the response time of the
system. In the present system, this usually occurs at end
of month when daily updating are'interrupted by reporting
monthly balances.
In the present production control system, not many
feedbacks are channelled formally. Even with the few
formal feedback paths implemented, the information provided
depends solely on the operation personnel themselves
without any-built-in auditing. When close supervision is
present-as in the initial stage, the management can sense
the situation accurately by their actual presence.
However, as the division grows, management will rely more
and more on these feedbacks to make their decisions. Yet,
without formal control on their collections, the situation
is often exaggerated or smoothed out to bias management
decision. This inaccurate and unreliable information flow
within the system has defeated the purpose of setting up
these feedback paths.
Because of the limited personnel in the division,. not
much man-power resource planning can be carried out. As
every staff is deeply involved in the operation since thei]
employment, training period is usually not adequate to
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obtain a thorough understanding of the operation procedure
.and the principle behind. This sometimes leads to
ineffective and inefficient operation. Moreover, to
re-locate staff is difficult which hinders the development
of the organisation.
The drawbacks discussed above have not caused very
serious problems at the moment', yet in any further
expansion of the organisation they should not be
overlooked. The potential problems that have begun to
surface in the various subsystems are described below for
.references in future system design.
Customer Order Servicing Subsystem
In the present manual system, due to limited resources
available, little market research or sales analysis is
conducted. Insufficient sales forecast data is input into
the production planning department which makes the planning
of production activities very difficult.
The response time allowed for sales order acceptance
is not sufficient in the present system and many orders are
accepted on pure guesswork as performing the checking
procedure will delay the sales-. service response.
Most of the shipping arrangements made in the present
system are based on verbal information of availability of
finished goods and this informal procedure may cause
problems when the volume increases.
Engineering and Production Data control buDsyscem
As a supporting department, the engineering department
32
distributes all technical information of the products.
within the production control system. Since such
information is stored in various locations with different
copies in the present manual system, it is very difficult
to maintain the integrity and up-to-date of the various
records.
No special training is given to the staff concerned on
how to understand the technical information distributed.
Hence, operations are carried out based on past experiences
or verbal narratives through informal contacts. In fact,
most of the information dissembled is not referred to and
seldom utilised to help'in planning and decision making..
Thus, the performance of the system is affected.
Production Planning and Material. Control 5upsystem
Due to the short-term nature of the sales orders
received and the absence of sales forecast, long-term
production planning in the division is not carried out in
details. This often leads to re-schedule of material
arrival time and/or production line in short-notice when
some rush orders are accepted. The extra workload thus
generated takes up most of the limited resources, making
the personnel being chased by orders rather than planning
ahead of production activities.
Since supply of electronics components have become
very volatile in the past years, arrival of ordered
material has been very unpredictable and scheduled dates
are usually not met. In the present system, due to the
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large array of items needed for each product, it is
difficult to monitor the status of every item used. So,
corrective actions will only be taken when the problems
surfaced. This will nullify the efforts made in production
planning and decrease the confidence of the production
people in the master schedule.
No corresponding action exists. in the present system
to account for the material attrition occurred in the
production process. Since no control procedure is
enforced, insufficient attention is paid to their effects
on material supply and this increases the uncertainties in
the production planning process.
Purchasing and Receiving Subsystem
The physical records of the inventory items in the
present manual system cannot always reflect the most
up-to-date status of the situation due-to many exceptional
handling processes in progress. Thus, purchasing planning
and decisions have to base on these unreliable data and
this adds to the already difficult situation experienced in
the fast changing supplier market.
In the present system, the quantity of items received
will only be checked after they have passed the incoming
quality control receiving station. Due to workload
problems, there may be delay in clearing the receiving area
leading to delay in updating the actual quantity of the
items.
Since returned material may be'picked out from
incoming quality control receiving station or from
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production line, the actual quantities rejected are
difficult to monitor as no department is charged of its
updating. Hence,.the record of the physical items are
greatly distorted'as these rejected items appear nowhere in
the record.
The volatile supply condition has led to high
uncertainty of delivery time. Since most of the vendors
contact the Operations Manager directly (or at least they
claimed to have consulted) to negotiate for delivery
extension, and sometimes the negotiated result is not
sufficiently communicated that leads to difficulties in
follow-up action.
Store Control Subsystem
Due to shortage of manpower, physical count of items
is only carried out at year-end. No attempt is made to
verify the accuracy of the operation carried out during the
year, hence early warning of potential trouble is not
possible under the. present manual system.
The part number system presently employed is not.
widely understood which leads to confusion easily. Hence,
much effort is spent on wiping out these mistakes. This
occupies the. valuable human resource available and greatly
hampers the efficient operation of the system.
In the present system, allocation of material stock to
different production orders are not recorded until the
material is issued for production. As a result, the stock
of common parts may be allocated to-several production
orders. simultaneously and material shortage is not known at
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the time of allocation but until the parts are issued for
production. Presently, it depends entirely on human memory
to avoid this kind of confusion but the effect is not
always satisfactory.
Plant Monitoring and Control Subsystem
In the present system,.no standard time of the
operations is available. So, the operation people have,
difficulties in self -evaluation of their own performance
which may hamper their incentives to perform better.
Since no built-in checking procedure is available in
the present system, the credibility of these self-reported
data is never challenged nor the confidence in them is
developed. Hence, these feedback data are not given
appropriate attention in the planning process.
+- vi nnni n and Control 'urJ5ybL ±LL
Due to shortage-of manpower, cost analyses of each
product are not performed often enough to match with the
changing environment. Many pricing and purchasing
decisions which are vital to the success of the division
are often based on out-dated information.
In the present manual system, filtration and analyses
of collected cost data are not supplied to the relevant
departments with sufficient details. This occurs
particularly to the operation people who need suitable
feedback to improve their performance. Without appropriate
distribution of relevant data, the functioning of the




OBJECTTVES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
After reviewing the present production control
information system within the corporate setting, it is
found that the present organisation structure and practices
have been set up by the management with computerisation in
mind and existing systems can be readily expanded and
formalized to'cope with future growth of business volume.
Morever, for Meyer Electronics to retain its competitive
edge, any system modificatioin or enhancement should not
increase 'the operational. expenses drastically. Hence, it
is decided that the computerisation effort to be carried
out should result in more efficient operation of the
present information system with the help of electronic data
processing facilities and its implementation should be in
stages that match with the growth of the division.
Based on the above policy decision made by management,
and the generally accepted objectives of production and
1
inventory management, the specific goals of the proposed
1
"Production and Inventory Management in the Computer
Age," p.14, Wight, Oliver W.
"The three primary objectives: 1. customer service; 2.
minimum inventory investment; 3. maximum plant operating
efficiency."
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computerized production control information system is given
below:
Goals of Proposed System
Firstly, the system-to be implemented should target at
low-cost electronic processing facilities easily available
in the market. It should be designed to enhance the
processing capacity and capability of the present simple
organization structure without significant restructuring of
departments involved. That is, the compatibility of the
computerized information system and the present manual
,system must be-ensured so that implementation of any part
of the proposed system at any time in any sequence
according to organization needs will not cause any serious
problem during the transition period.
Secondly, the proposed system should retain the
flexibility already built into the manual system. This
will ensure the adaptability of the system in the fast
changing business environment that the division is
operating.
Thirdly, by setting up effective communication links
within the system through. carefully designed document
flows, it is hoped that essential information within the
production control system can be passed on precisely
without undue disturbances. Then, all critical information
in production control will no longer rely on verbal
communication alone.
Fourthly, with the introduction of electronic data
processing facilities, it is hoped that the inczeased
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processing capacity provided can reduce delay in
implementing changes and minimise their impacts. Also, the
greatly reduced response time together with the ability to
handle large.amount of data regularly should enable the
implementation of early warning signals in the control
process. Moreover, it is hoped that implementation of the
proposed system can level off the workload of the operation
staff and maintain the service time of the system within
reasonable limit at all times.
Fifthly, the system should provide management-oriented
information of suitable details to relevant personnel to
help in their decision making process. It should be noted
that the system's emphasis is to provide the useful
information when needed but all decisions will still remain
at the discretion of the managers involved.
In short, the system to be implemented-should be a
computerised version of the present manual system with
improvements in operation areas inherent in electronic data
processing'such as coherent data base, fast reaction time,
reliable communication' path, etc. Complex automatic
decision making rules are not-implemented as they are not
suitable for a small electronics manufacturer operating in
the volatile environment of Hong Kong. In fact, it should
serve as a.-tool to aid management in making sound judgement
and decisions.
Following from the discussion with the management on
the system requirements of the future computerised
production control information system, it is found that the
best approach-to achieve the overall objectives is to
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design the new system based on the present organization
structure. So, specific objectives.of each separate
information subsystem are listed before the proposed
computerized information system is designed.
Customer Order Servicing Subsystem
The chief objective is to ensure rapid, accurate entry
of quotations and orders into a control system that traces
the progress of the order, so that on-time shipment and
improved reponse to customer inquiries can be achieved.
Moreover, with increased processing power available, this
subsystem should also be responsible to provide more sales
analysis and forecast information for effective planning to
be carried out.
Engineering and Production Data Control Subsystem
The major objective is to maintain a consistent set of
records that can be. referred to by all departments to make
their decisions. So, the system should provide good
document control to maintain consistency and fast data
distribution to encourage their usage.
Plant Monitoring and Control buDsyszem
The main objective is to ensure that the production
schedule is being meta This can be achieved through better
coordination between production and supporting activities.
With suitable corrective actions implemented according to
the situation, optimal efficiency can then be achieved.
Since assembly line operation is used, work-in process
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inventory cohtrol which is only useful when the total
volume is very large should not be included. However,
operation standards should be set up and contrast with
actual performance to help various departments to carry out
effective planning and control function.
Production Planning and
Material Control Sybsystem
The objective is to carry out production requirements.
planning, inventory management and manufacturing activities
planning so that the various production activities can be
coordinated smoothly and efficiently to meet the customer
demands. Since most of the planning activities are carried
out flexibly, any effort to automate these decision rules
entirely will be futile. So, supplementary processing
facilities should be included to provide supporting data
for decision purposes only. Thus, automatic allocation of
materials, early warning of deviation from planned
activities as well as material attrition history (of
different suppliers) will be helpful. The most important
requirement is to provide fast response to the
ever-changing operation environment and an efficient usage
of man-power available.
Purchasinq and Receiving Subsystem
The objective of the system is to obtain the required
quantity of the material by the dates specified on the
reauisitions, at the lowest possible price consistent with
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the required quality level. To help the purchase activities
and inventory management to yield the best outcomes, a set
of up-to-date physical records tracing the actual status of
the received items is essential.
Store Control Subsystem
The major objectives are to maintain close and
accurate physical control over the company's inventories,
to reduce the amount of materials handling within the
store, and to reduce the cost of storage. The proposed
system should provide features such as random physical
check requirements on some items to audit the accuracy
maintained by the system as well as allocation of materials
lot received per vendor to ensure inventory rotation.
Cost Planning and Control Subsystem
The objective is to. provide the management with the
capabilities and techniques for organizing and managing
production data as well as. cost and accounting data. With
the processing power available through the use of EDP,
up-to-date information on product cost (material and labour
cost) can be obtained quickly to help pricing policies and
decisions. Though allocation of man-power per operation
can help in analyses of the manufacturing cost, with the
present volume of operation, it is believed to be not
justified-to implement a full computerised version.
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CHAPTER V
GENERAL DESIGN OF A PROPOSED COMPUTERIZED
PRODUCTION CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEM
Based on the analyses and objectives in the preceding
chapters, a computer-based system is designed to suit the
requirements of management. Although the system is only
outlined at this general design stage, it should be able to
provide a concise and comprehensive framework of the
proposed system. As this study is centered on the
manufacturing system, areas which relate to other
functions, such as marketing, accounting and personnel, of
the organization have been only briefly touched on or
excluded.
The proposed system is composed of eight subsystems
similar to the existing ones except that the Production
Planning and Material Control subsystem, due to its
complication, has now been divided into two, namely, Master
Production Schedule Planning and Material Requirement
Planning. An overview of the interrelationship among the
various subsystems and the data files involved are shown in
Fig. 5-1.
Data Files
There are altogether 12 major data files shared by the
subsystems. They are:
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1. Customer Master File- It should include all the
permanent data and some key statistics of each
customer. This file can also serve for the Accounts
Receivable subsystem.
2. Customer Order File- It should consist of all the
information of a customer order except for data
concerning order items.
3. Order Item File= It should comprise data of each
order item. It is separated from,the Customer Order
file because the number of product items in an order
varies and this file is to-be differently structured
to allow for this flexibility.
4. Inventory Master File- It should 'contain all the
permanent, planning and key-statistical data•of raw
materials and finished goods.
5. Product Definition File- It should include the bills of
material and manufacturing routings of all finished
products.
6. Routing Data File- It should consist of the data of
manufacturing -routings.
7. Facilities Data File- It-should comprise the data of
each manufacturing facility or work centre.
8. Master'Production Schedule- It should.. contain the data
of all production orders.
9. Supplier Master File- It should store the permanent
information of all.suppliers. This file can also
serve for the Accounts Payable subsystem.
10. Purchase Order File- It should consist of all the
information of purchase orders except that data
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related to purchase items are excluded.
11. Purchase Item File- It should include the data of
all purchase items. It is separated from the
purchase Order file because it has to be differently
structured to cater for variable number of purchase
items in different purchase orders.
12. Inventory Transaction File- It should comprise the
transaction details of raw materials and finished
goods.
A sample record layout of each file is shown in Appendix
'Customer-Order Servicing Subsystem (Fig.5-2)
By sharing the data of the Customer Master file, the
Customer Order file and the Order Item file, this subsystem
can serve three major functions: (1) Inquiries, (2)
Quotation and Order Entry, and (3) Invoicing.
For Inquiries, information about credit availability
of customers and stock availability can be retrieved
directly from the computer terminal. Besides, the customer
order status report can provide status information of each
order represented by four stages: (1) already scheduled
for production, (2) already produced and ready for
shipment, (3) already shipped, and (4) already paid. The
quick access to all these information should shorten the
time for order acceptance and provide prompt response to
customers' inquiries. Furthermore, it should be very
helpful for order control.
An order, after being accepted, can be input into the
system, immediately updating the relevant files for
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production planning at a later stage. Meanwhile, sales
confirmations can be printed by the system, reducing a lot
of typing effort performed by the sales clerks at present.
Quotations are recommended to group with-sale- orders in the
same subsystem because they can be monitored by the same
procedure and when a quotation is resulted-in an order, the
change can take place easily without having to duplicate
the data entry again.
When an order is completed and shipped, sales invoice
can also be printed immediately by the system. Since most
of the data are already in the files, this can reduce input
effort as well as error and possibly shorten the payment
collection time. Besides, various sales analyses reports
can be easily printed according to the requirements of
management.
Preparation of the shipping advice should not be
computerized because it does not use data in the system and
can be typed out very easily..
Engineering And Production
Data Control Subsystem (Fig 5-3)
This subsystem serves the important function of
maintaining a set of engineering and production data used
consistently throughout the company. The basic records
include bills of material, product specifications,
manufacturing routings and manufacturing facilities. They
are stored in the Product Definition, Routing Data and
Facilities Data files accordingly.
It can eliminate the cost in the present system of
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FIG. 5-3 ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION DATA CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

















maintaining several sets of records in several departments
because all departments can now access to the same data
base in the computer. Furthermore, any changes in the data
can be disseminated to the various subsystems immediately.
The repair report should not be' computerized because
its data usually are in text form and not possible for the
computer to analyse for decision making.. Therefore, it
should be continued with the manual system.
Master Production 5cne.aule
Planning Subsystem (Fig. 5-4)
This subsystem serves to maintain the production
schedule of each end item. First of all, it will base on
the available inventory, customer order quantity and
manufacturing lead time to propose a Master Production,
Schedule. Based on the schedule, it will estimate the
capacity loading of each work centre by means of the
routing and manufacturing facilities data of the end
items. Then, management can base on the capacity loading
analysis report to decide whether any adjustment to the.
schedule is necessary.
When the master schedule has been finalized, it will
update the corresponding order items indicating that they
have been scheduled for production and when they will be
completed according to schedule. Besides, the master
schedule can be used to generate production orders together
with their corresponding material requisitions based on the
bills of material and routing.f iles. These should save a
lot of clerical time.
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FIG. 5-4 MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
Customer Order Inventory Make-to-
ItemOrder Master Stock































Those sales reports currently prepared by the
Production Planning department can now be generated by the
Customer Order Servicing subsystem. They. are, therefore,
not duplicated here.
Material Requirement
Planning Subsystem (Fig 5-5)
Based on the bills of material in the Product
Definition file and the available material on hand or on
order together with optimum order quantity data in the
Inventory Master file, this subsystem will project the
time-phased requirements of each material item according to
the Master Schedule. Requirements which are initiated
outside the Master Schedule can also be added and input
directly into the system. Then, management can determine
whether any adjustments to the projections should be made.
When the requirements have been finalized, purchase
requisitions together with relevant data concerning
suppliers and price history can be generated by the system
for the actions of Purchasing department.
This subsystem should shorten significantly the.
material planning time and improve the accuracy of material
requirement. projections because a lot of manual
calculations and preparation of purchase requisitions can
be eliminated.
Purchasing and Receiving Subsystem (Fig 5-6)
After preorder activities have been completed and
suppliers have been selected, purchase orders can be
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generated by the system with only a few data entries since
most of the data are already-in the Inventory Master and
Supplier Master files. The status of each purchase order
can be-checked via the computer terminal or by means of a
status report. Overdue orders can be sorted out easily for
actions.
When materials are received, they are updated against
the corresponding purchase items and inventory records.
All material transactions are also stored in an Inventory
Transactions file, from which Material Receipt/Returned
report or other periodic inventory reports can be printed.
This subsystem should help shorten the preparation
time of purchase orders and provide an effective control of
purchase order status.
Plant Monitoring and
Control Subsystem (Fig. 5-7)
From the Master Production-Schedule Planning-
subsYystem, production department can get the production
orders together with the. corresponding material
requisitions. The daily production reports and the
production time record reports will be used as input into
the subsystem for keeping track of the status of each
production order and. providing data for cost analyses.
Besides, month-end work-in-process valuation will also be
determined by these production data.
Store Control Subsystem (Fig. 5-8)
This subsystem serves to maintain the inventory
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FIG. 5-8 STORE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Material Finishes Material Requi-
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records of raw materials and finished goods in the store.
Work-in process are not included because they are kept in
the production area and their movements are usually too
fast to be recorded due to the continuous flow nature of
the assembling processes. However,,their status can be
determined by the daily production reports.
Processing of material receipts'has been described in
the Purchasing and Receiving subsystem, therefore it is not
repeated here. For material requisitions, after materials
are issued, they are updated against the corresponding
inventory records. For finished goods receipts and
requisitions, apart from the inventory records, they are
also updated against the customer order item records
indicating that certain items are ready for shipment or
have been shipped already.
Based on the Inventory Master and Inventory.
Transaction files, various periodic inventory reports of
raw materials and finished goods can be generated by the
system.
Cost Planning and Control Subsystem (Fig. 5-9)
Based on the daily production and time record data
which have been updated to the corresponding production
orders in the master schedule, this subsystetm can generate
monthly the Man-Hour Allocation report, Labor'Cost report
and Production Cost Analysis report. By using the data in
the Inventory Master, Product Definition, Routing Data and
Facilities Data files, this subsystem can calculate the
standard cost and latest cost of a product easily. This is
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especially helpful to management-in cost planning and
pricing decisions.
Besides, the standard cost of a.product has to be
periodically reviewed. The latest costs generated by the
system can shorten the time of review substantially.
Furthermore, when the. standard cost of a component has been
changed, all the end items affected can be updated by the




DETAIL DESIGN AND PROGRAM TESTING OF
THE MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
ON A MICROCOMPUTER
In order to find out the workability of the proposed
system and demonstrate its information processing power in
the actual environment, it is decided that part-of the
system should be implemented as a test run on a target
hardware configuration. The performance of the sample
program implemented will serve as a guide for further
evaluation.and recommendation on the actual implementation
of the complete production information system to be
carried out within the organisation. In the present study,
the.proposed material requirement planning subsystem is
implemented onto an Apple II microcomputer running with
CP/M MBASIC,.with.minimal peripheral devices.
Rationale Behind the Sample Implementation
Since the objectives of the present study include not
only the design of a computerised production information
system but also to provide some indication of its
advantages over the manual system, it is believed that a
sample program demonstrating the proposed system's
capability in some previously untrodden land will be most
suitable. In the present manual.system, production.
capacity planning and material requirement planning are
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carried out separately. Substantial slack time has to be
introduced to lessen the conflicting demands which have
taken up much of the available resources through emergenc:
rescheduling of either the assembly line or material
arrivals. In fact, any attempt to link up the two
plannings within the manual system will prove fruitless a
the amount of data posting required will be formidable
within the volatile operation environment. However, the
routine of regular data posting can be carried out easily
.and efficiently within a reasonable time by means of a
computer.
A detail design.. of the.material requirement planning
sybsystem is thus carried out with the vision that its
implementation will provide feedback of material
requirement changes due to different production schedules
planned. The significance of such feedback is twofold..-,
Not only during the production planning process the
planner can choose.the best schedule to minimise
unexpected material shortage but also when a production
schedule is decided, the material planner will quickly
know which items need special attention. Therefore, the
implementation of the material requirement planning
subsystem should be most suitable to demonstrate the
-potential benefits of a computerized system over the
present manual system.
Even with the tested program limited to-the scope of
material requirement planning, the conversion effort for
the complete array of products to be included in the
sample run will still be too much for the presently
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available resources of the study. In order to keep the
amount of work involved within manageable size, it is
decided that only two OEM products of a particulars
customer will be included-in this demonstration. This
selection is based on the importance of OEM products to
the organisation as well as the relatively stricter
control requirement of.material on products that are made
to order.
In deciding. on.what machine the system should be
implemented, we have consulted the intention of the upper
management about their investment plan on Meyer.
Electronics' computerised information system. As it is
found that.only.a small budget has been allocated, it is.
therefore-concluded that the target configuration should
be a micrcomputer system presently available in the
market.
Since all the systems. available in the market only
differ in on-board memory,processing time and available
peripheral devices to a limited degree, it is decided that
the sample program should be implemented on a low-end
system and an Apple II microcomputer with two 5.1/2
inches floppy disc drives and a 80-column printer is
selected. The language software employed is MBASIC
running within a CP/M operating system environment, so
that the tested system can also be implemented on most of
the other microcomputers available in the market.
It should be noted that the sample subsystem to be
implemented is indeed a representative part of the whole
production management information system proposed. In
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fact, in the material requirement planning subsystem not
only information processing techniques in planning and
calculation are needed, but routine information updating
and file processing are also required to provide a valid
data base for decision making. Many auxiliary programs-
have to be created to demonstrate both the interdependence
of the various subsystems as well as testing out all
aspects of implementing the proposed production information
system onto a low-cost microcomputer. Hence, the
experience gained by this sample implementation should-be
able to indicate the feasibility of the whole
computerisation project.
Objectives of the Sample Implementation
Due to the limited resources available in the present
study, it is impossible to look into every aspect of
implementing an information system. Hence, only those
functions crucial to the success of a production
information system will be emphasized. Aspects of data
verification, control and auditing., program maintenance,
system recovery, data backup, documents and manuals
design, etc., will be*rarely touched on in this sample
run.. This is partly due to the limited time span
available for the sample implementation and partly because
fairly standard.practices already exist and have been-well
tested in practical environments. Aspects of data
integrity, memory.usage, files design and organisation
will be briefly touched on only if they affect the actual
implementation.
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In effect, the chief purpose of the present sample
subsystem implementation is to answer the following
questions:
1) How long will it take to perform the given task
of material requirement planning? In other words,
does the processing time fall within reasonable length
to be useful?
2) How large memory size and immediate storage are
required to serve as a practical system?
3) Can computerisation improve the efficiency of the
production management system? Or, can the proposed
subsystem reduce the workload of the personnel involved?
4) Can off-line batch processing meet the objectives
of the system?
System Operation
After the objectives have been defined, a detail
design of the subsystem is started. A system/program flow
chart of this subsystem is shown in Fig. 6-1.
The main body of,the subsystem is to provide material
requirement calculation for the upcoming 24 weeks so that
plenty of'time is available should there be any need for
emergency changes in material arrival time. As some of
the data required are-generated from other subsystems,
many programs which belong to other subsystems have also
to be constructed to make this implementation possible.
When purchase orders are issued, they are stored in a
daily batch file before updating, the on order quantity of
each item in the master inventory file. Arrivals of
66FIGURE 6-1 SYSTEMPROGRAM FLOW OF SAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION
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purchased items are also stored in another daily batch
file before updating the on hand quantity of each item in
the master inventory file. At the same time, the
respective outstanding purchase orders will also be
updated to refect the status.of the purchase orders.
Similarly, material requisitions (M/R) are collected daily
in a batch before updating the corresponding records
within the master inventory-file. All these three routine
updating programs will be-handled by the operators
concerned in place of the present manual posting required.
Since material requirements are based on the bill of
material of each product concerned, the Engineering
department will take care of their updating when necessity
arises.
The production planning and control department will
plan the master production schedule every four weeks, or
when rescheduling is needed, extending for a period of
eight weeks ahead. The planning process will base on
information of materials availability, production capacity
and customer orders on hand. This decision process is
however outside the scope of the present subsystem being
implemented. Anyway, once the master production schedule
is fixed, a material requirement explosion calculation
will be carried out generating a report on each item's net
requirement in each period. Appropriate actions can then
be taken to meet the anticipated requirements. Material
requirements can also be altered through advance
allocation.
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Auxiliary enquiry functions on the inventory status
can also be implemented if required. The present
implementation has only provided reports of the up-to-date
master inventory records and outstandng purchase items.
However, these can be modified as needs arise during the
actual implementation. The sample reports of this
subsystem are shown in Appendix 2.
Hardware Configuration
The present program implementation is carried out on
.
an Apple II microcomputer with a Z80 processor running on
a CP/M operating system. Running at a clock rate of
approximate 1MHz (average 100K instructions per second)
and with 64K bytes on-board memeory, it provides a MBASIC
interpreter supplied by Microsoft Ltd. Other peripheral
devices include two 5.1/2 inches floppy disc drives
(single-side, single-density), of 143K bytes storage
capacity each and a 80-column dot-matrix printer with a
speed of 80 characters per second. This is the hardware
configuration for the present implementation and can be
expanded when required.
Files Structure
Detail design of the files needed for the present
subsystem has to be completed before the implementation
can be carried out. However, irrelevant fields or records
of other subsystems have been neglected to simplify
matter. The content and structure of the various files
are briefly described as follows:
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1. Inventory Master file: containing information of each
inventory item. It is structured as a random access
file of a tree type with indexed sequential arrangement
2. Bill of Material file: a sequential file containing
items needed for each manufactured part.
3., Purchase Order file: a sequential file composed all
incompleted purchase orders. It points to the
purchase item file for more details.
4. Purchase Item file: a sequential file depicting all
purchase items of incompleted purchase orders.
5. Master Schedule Index file: a sequential file
indicating product items to be manufactured at each
assembly line in each period.
6. Scheduled Product Item file: a random file containing
information of each scheduled product item.
7. Allocated Item file: a sequential file containing
information of inventory items being allocated ahead
of time.
8. Receiving Item file: a daily batch file of inventory
items received during the day.
9. M/R Transaction file: a daily batch file of material
requisitions.
10. Scheduled Arrival Explosion file: a random file
containing explosion results of scheduled arrivals of
each item.
11. Gross Requirement Explosion file: a random file
containing explosion results of gross requirements of
each item.
12. Allocations Explosion file: a random file containing
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explosion results*of the advance allocations made on.
each item.
13. Net Requirement file: a random file containing
explosion results of the net, requirements or
available stock of.each item.
Detailed information of these files are given in
Appendix 3.
Proqrams Description
The programs included in the present implementation
can be divided into three categories:
1. Updating programs: These include the programs
updating the M/R transactions, the receiving items,
and purchase order items. They are effected by the
user through input and batch run updating. Other
programs of this category include bill, of material
updating, addition/modification of items within the
master inventory file and creation of master
production schedule file.
2. Material Requirement Explosion program: This is the
core of the present information subsystem. After all
relevant information has been updated.and a tentative
master production schedule is available, the
calculation of material requirements of each item is
carried out in sequential order. Information of on
hand and safety stock quantities are picked up from
the inventory master file. Items on ordered are
obtained from the outstanding purchase item file while
gross requirements are obtained from the master
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production schedule. Advance allocated quantity is
found from the allocation item file. Then, net
requirements of each period can be calculated from
these information obtained. The result is then
printed out for further actions.
3. Auxiliary programs: These are the programs that give
support to the above processing programs and are
mainly subroutines for performing certain specific
calculations or output printing.




EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTING THE MATERIAL
REQUIREMENT PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
By evaluating the experience of implementing the.
Material Requirement Planning subsystem, some insights
relating .to the feasibility and effectiveness of the
entire proposed system are found. They are divided into
two aspects in the following discussion.
System Performance
The main objective of this subsystem is to provide
fast and efficient material requirement planning based on
the master production schedule. When running the
programs, it was found that those input and routine
updating programs could be processed within seconds.
However, when the main program which calculated the
material requirements was executed, a much longer time was
required depending very much-on the number of items in the
inventory file. During the sample runs, there were a
total of 92 inventory items and the execution plus.
printing time was about 2 hours.
There are several factors which accounted for such a
long processing time. Firstly, this program consisted of
a lot of input/output processing of data on the floppy
disk. If a hard disk instead of a floppy disk was used,
the processing time could be significantly reduced.
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Secondly, the printer being used was a very slow one but
this program required a lot of printing. Thirdly, the
program was structured in such a way that data were
printed and. processed concurrently. Therefore, all
inventory items were printed even if they had zero net
requirement.
In actual practice, there are about 1,000 inventory
items. When the entire system is implemented, a hard
disk, a faster printer and improved program logic are
therefore recommended so as to shorten the processing time
of this type of programs. It is believed that the
processing time after being shortened should make the
performance of this program acceptable in view of its
infrequent occurence because this program should normally
be run only once a month when a new production schedule is
drawn up. Besides, it is still superior to the manual
system both in speed, accuracy and quality of information.
As to primary-storage, the 64K bytes CPU memory could
handle all the programs under testing. The programs were
structured in module form. It is believed that this
memory size should be sufficient to handle the other
programs of the proposed system. However, one more CRT
with independent CPU memory is recommended in the actual
implementation especially if the system has no print
spooling feature. This is to avoid that the terminal,
being hold up by printing processes, cannot provide
sufficient time for other processing. Also, the volume of
transactions will also justify to have two terminals.
The system implemented was an off-line batch
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processing one and it is proved to work satisfactorily in
this operating environment with only a low-cost
microcomputer of small hardware configuration. An on-line
system will require more expansive hardware and
complicated software which are not yet justifiable or
affordable at this'stage. Furthermore, as long as data
can be updated daily, management is already satisfied to
find the information generated from the system helpful for
decision making.
Users' Feedback
The operations manager and the material planner were
interviewed after the implementation. Although the system
has only been tried for a very short time, the attitude
of' the users are quite positive. Basically, they
appreciated the time reduction in material requirement
calculation. While.there were some changes in the way of.
data handling, very little additional workload was
created. Also, more-detail and accurate information was
provided to them.
Since the programs designed are user-oriented, they
do not have too much difficulty to learn to operate the
system. However, in order for them to get a thorough
understanding of the interrelationship of the various
subsystems so that they can master the entire integrated
system and initiate enhancements to improve it, more
education and training to the users are necessary.
Furthermore, their understanding of the system is also
handicapped with the lack of proper documentation and




Based on the experience of implementing the Material
Requirement Planning subsystem, the feasibility and
benefits of implementing the entire proposed system on a
microcomputer are confirmed. This chapter serves to make
some preliminary recommendations and projections for
management to consider before implementing the entire
system.
Hardware Requirement
From the working experience of'the sample
implementation, the best configuration to serve the
present system is recommended to be consisting of to
separate stand-alone. processing. systems, each including
one 64K bytes on-board memory CPU, one CRT terminal and
two 5.1/2 inches floppy disc drives. Besides, two other
peripheral devices are also needed, namely, one 5Mega
bytes hard disc drive and one medium-speed dot-matrix
printer which can be attached to either processing unit
when required. Although the minimum configuration can
include only one. processing system plus the two peripheral
devices, with an additional processing system the
throughput of the whole system can be increased
significantly by having one more processor to share those
time-consuming jobs, such as the creation of input files
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from manual typing operations and output printing jobs.
Furthermore, the reliability of service of the system is
also greatly enhanced as this processing unit can also be
treated as a back-up to the other processing system.
Based on the prevailing microcomputer market in Hong
Kong, the above recommended configuration can be bought at
about HK$55,000 while the minimum configuration is
estimated to be around HK$35,000. Maintenance charge of
the system will be minimal and is estimated to be less
than HK$4,000 per annum. Also, the operating cost of the
recommended configuration will be comparable to the
present manual system. Hence, the objective of a low cost
system can be met.
In the process of selecting the computer hardware, it
is important that the system acquired can be readily
expandable to cope with the projected growth of the
organisation. Moreover, the availability of suitable
software on the particular hardware may also be an
important selection criterion, as much time can be saved
by employing utility or application package programs that
are readily available.
Software Requirement
The sample implementation has demonstrated the
feasibility of the proposed approach. Though the sample
programs have not yet been designed for maximum operating
efficiency, the possibility of tailor-making a computerised
production information system to meet the present operation
requirements is already illustrated.
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However, before implementing the entire system,
efforts should be directed to search for available
application software packages in the same area to prevent
re-inventing the wheels. If a suitable software package
is indeed available, usually a lower implementation cost
and a shorter set-up time of the system will be possible.
However, if too much modification has to be made to bring
the software package in line with the organisation's
operating practices, then to tailor-make one may be
preferrable.
Manpower Requirement
To implement the proposed system, additional manpower
is required to carry out the detail system design,
programming and conversion. Based on the experience of
the sample implementation, the detail system design and
programming will require around 9 man-months. This
estimate has been further cross-checked with a software
consulting firm. However, it is indeed a rough estimate
and can only be regarded as an indication at this
preliminary stage. If a suitable package is available,
then only program modification and file conversion are
necessary. The implementation time can be shortened
substantially.
After implementation, the new system should be able
to relieve some of the existing day-to-day routines of
staff members but additional manpower will be required to
standby to maintain and enhance the system as requirements
change over time. It will be more efficient to have the
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same group of people to support the system from the
beginning design stage to the maintenance period after
implementation.
Three alternatives are recommended for the
management. One is to employ the resources of the EDP
department of its sister company. Another one is to use
outside consultants. The third one is to assign the task
to a project team formed by. the staff members of the
division who have system design and computer programming
experience. If a suitable package cannot be found, the
third alternative may not-be practical as the manpower
required may be too much for the existing staff and the
project progress will be inevitably delayed. When making
the choice, the management has to evaluate the cost and
effectiveness of the alternatives in the actual.situation.
Implementation Plan
Based on the sample implementation experience, a
preliminary implementation plan is proposed. The sequence
of the plan has taken into account of the interrelationship
and complexity of the various subsystems. The total
length of time is estimated to be about 16 to 22 Yhonths
depending on whether a suitable application package can be
found. Although this preliminary plan is believed to be a
good estimate, further review is required when the company
should finally decide to go computerization.
1. Preparation (six to twelve months)
a) Form a project team
b) Educate project team and users
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c) Purchase computer hardware and software
d) System design and programming if no suitable.
application package available
e) Modify application programs if
suitable application package available
f) Prepare bill of material data
g) Prepare routing data
h) Prepare work centre data
2. System Implementation Phase I (three months)
a) Customer Order Servicing
b) Engineering and Production Data Control
c) Store Control
d) Cost Planning and Control
3. System Implementation Phase II (three months)
a) Purchasing and Receiving
b) Material Requirement Planning
4,. System Implementation Phase III (three months)
a) Master Production Schedule Planning
b) Plant Monitoring and Control




In this study, we have evaluated the production
information system of a small electronics manufacturer in
Hong Kong. After a detailed system analysis, we have
designed a computerized production planning and control
system for the Company. A representative part of the
entire proposed system, the material requirement planning
subsystem, was successfully implemented onto an Apple II
microcomputer. Finally, a preliminary implementation plan
was recommended to the Company
Based on the findings of this study, it is shown that
with the use of microcomputers, a low-cost computerised
production control system can be feasibly designed and
implemented for small manufacturing companies. The
benefits can also be easily appreciated by the users.
Since an efficient and effective production information
system is so important to the survival of manufacturers in
Hong Kong, it is hoped that the results of this study will
encourage more small manufacturers to attempt
computerisation of their production information system so
as to increase their competitiveness in the rapid changing
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On Hand Total Quantity
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THE MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
1. Material Requirement Explosion Report
2. Master Inventory Record Report
3. Master Production Schedule
4. Allocated Items Report
5. Bill of Material Report
6. Outstanding Purchase Order Items Report
7. Receiving Items Report
8. M/R Transactions Report
1 MATFPTAT RFOTITRFMFNT FYPTAFTDN RF.PDR
pn:cp2-ioi description:top cabinet
SAFETY STOCK: 100 ON HAND QUANTITY: 5200
Meek Beg-Date 84/ 5/ 7 34/ 5/14 34/ 5/21 94/ 5/23 34/ 6/ 4 34/ 6/11 34/ 6/is 84 62
» On Order 0 o o o 0 0 030
Gross Rqmt o 200 600 1000 1000 1000 1000 100
Allocated 0000000
Available 5100 4900 4300 3300 2300 1300 300
Net Rqmt 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 40
34/ 7/ 2 84/ 7/ 9 84/ 7/16 84/ 7/23 84/ 7/30 84/ 8/ 6 84/ 8/13 84/ 3/2
On Order 500 500 500 0 0 0 0
Allocated 1000 1000 o 400 000
Available 0 0 500 100 100 100 100 10
Net Rqmt 500 500 00000
84/ 8/27 84/ 9/ 3 84/ 9/10 84/ 9/17 84/ 9/24 84/10/ 1 84/10/ 3 84/10/1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 800 O O O O 0
100 0 O 0 O 0 O
O 700 O 0 0 0 0
P/N!CP2-102 DESCRIPTION:BOTTOM CABINET
SAFETY STOCK: 100 ON HAND QUANTITY: 5200
84/5/7 84/5/14 84/5/21 84/5/28 84/6/4 84/ c/11 84/6/13 84/ 6/2Z
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30v.
0 200 600 1000 1000 1000 1000 100C
oooooooc
5100 4900 4300 3300 2300 1300 300 C
O 0 0 0 0 0 O 4GC
84/7/2 84/7/9 84/7/16 84/7/23 84/7/30 34/8/6 84/8/13 84/ 8/2C
500 500 500 O 0 0 O C
1000 200 O 0 O 200 O C
O 300 800 800 800 600 600 60C
500 O O 0 0 0 O C
84/ 8/27 84/ 9/ 3 34/ 9/10 84/ 9/17 84/ 9/24 84/10/ 1 84/10/ 8 84/10/15
OOOOOOOC
O 0 O 0 0 0 0 1000
600 600 600 600 600 600 600 C
O 0 0 0 O 0 0 400
P/N:CP2-103 description:clock hole covers
SAFETY STOCK*. 100 ON HAND QUANTITY: 5200
84/ 5/ 7 84/ 5/14 84/ 5/21 84/ 5/28 84/ 6/ 4 84/ 6/11 84/ 6/18 84/ 6/25
0 0 0 0 0 0 O 800k
O 40-0 1200 2000. 2000 2000 2000 2000
000 0 0000
5100 470C 3500 1500 0 0 0 0
0 0 O O 500 2000 2000 1200
84/ 7/2 84/7/9 84/ 7/16 84/ 7/23 84/7/30 84/ 8/ 6 84/8/13 84/ 8/20
1000 1000 1000 0 0 0 0 0
2000 o O 0 O 0 O (J
O 1000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
84/ 8/27 84/ 9/ 3 84/ 9/10 34/ 9/17 34/ 9/24 84/10/ I'* 84/10/ 8 34/10/15
0 0 0 0 0 0 O O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
0 O O O O O 0 O
P/f'l:CP2-104 description: slide switch cover
SAFETY STOCK! 100 ON HAND QUANTITY: 5200
84/ 5/ 7 84/ 5/14 84/ 5/21 34/ 5/28 84/ 6/ 4 34/ 6/il 34/ 6/18 84/ 6/25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500
O 200 600 1000 10C0 1000 1000 1000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5100 4900 4300 3300 2300 1300 300 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200
RJ/ 7/ 7 KJ/ 7/ Q sa/ 7/tA Pa/ 7/7^ Pa/ 7/ 7.r» pa/ P/ A pa/ P/ t pa/ P/7H
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2. MASTER INVENTORY RECORD'REPORT
PIASTER INVENTORY RECORD
P/N:1000102G ITEM DESCRIPTION:RES 1/4W 1K LATEST DATE:1984/5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 22000 ON ORDER: 7000 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 3000
P/N:1000103G ITEM DESCRIFTIONRES 1/4W l0K LATEST DATE:1984/ 5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 22000 ON ORDER: 7000 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 3000
P/N:1000104G ITEM DESCRIFPTION:RES 1/4W 1001 LATEST DATE:1984/ 4/28
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 20000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 0 INCOMING: 0
P/N:100010SG ITEM DESCRIPTION:ERS 1/4W 1M LATEST DATE:1984/ 4/28
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 EEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 20000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 0 INCOMING: 0
P/N:1000122G ITEM DESCFIPTION:RES 1/4W 1.2K. LATEST DATE:1984/ 5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING I NVEN TORY: 20000
ON HAND: 19000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 0
P/M:1000123G ITEM DESCRIPTION:RES 1/4W 12 LATEST DATE :1904/ 5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINHING INVENTORY:. 20000
1000 INCOI4ING: 3000ON HAND: 22000 01-1 O:DER.: 7000 OUTGOING:
P/ N: 1000124G ITEM DESCRIPTION:1/4W 120K LATEST DATE:19104/ 4/ 28
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 20000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 0 INCOMING: 0
P/N: 1000153G ITEM DESCRIPTION: F:ES 1/4W 15K LATEST DATE: 1934/ 5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 22000 ON ORDER: 7000 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 3000
P/N: 1000133G ITEM DESCRIPTION:RES 1/4W 13K LATEST DATE: 1984/ 4/23
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVEIJTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 20000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 0 INCONING: 0
P/N: 1000222G ITEM DESCRIPTION: RES 1/4W 2.2K LATEST DATE: 1 04/ 5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVRNTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 19000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 0
P/N: 1000223G ITEM DESCEIPTION:RES 1/4W 22K LAEST DATE:1984/5/4
P P SAFETY STOCK:1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HAND: 1000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 0
P/N:1000270G ITEM DESCRIPTION: RES 1/4W 27K LATEST DATE:1984/5/4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 110000
ON HAND: 22000 ON ORDER: 7000 OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 3000
P /N: 1000274G ITEM DESCRIPTION: RES 1/4W 270K LATEST DATE: 19841 4/28
p p SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
ON HANID: 20000 ON ORDER: 0 OUTGOING: 0 INCOMING: 0
F/N:1000333G ITEM DESCRIPTION:RES 1/4W 331 LATEST DATE:1984/5/ 4
P P SAFETY STOCK: 1000 BEGINNING INVENTORY: 20000
OUTGOING: 1000 INCOMING: 0ON HAND: 19000 ON ORDER: 0
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3. MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
MASTER PROPDUCTION SCHEDULE
STARTING DATE:1984/5/7







2 4 1001-CP2 CP2-202
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4. ALLOCATED ITEMS REPORT
ALLOCATED-ITEMS
DATE REQUIREDALLOCATED QUANTITYPART No.
1984/ 7/ 91000CP2- 101
1984/ 7/23400CP2-101














1000 1934/ 7/ 31800018



















1984/ 7/ 31000CP2- 106
1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-107 1934/ 7/ 31000CP2-109 1904/ 7/ 31000CP2-110 1934/ 7/ 31000CP2-111 1984/ 7/ 31G00CP2-112 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-113 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-114 1934/ 7/ 31000CP2-115 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-116 1934/ 7/ 31000CP2-117 1964/ 7/ 31000CP2-118 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-119 1984/ -7/ 31000CP2-120 1964/ 7/ 31000CP2-121 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-1 22
1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-123 1934/ 7/ 31000CP2-124 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-125 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-126 1984/ 7/ 34000CP2-127 198841 7/ 31000CP2-128 1984/ 7/ 31000CP2-202
91S. BILL OF MATERIAL REPORT






















































1HWM 1000 PCB ASSYCP2-202
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926. OUTSTANDING PURCHASE ORDER ITEMS REPORT
OUTSTANDING PURCHASE ORDER ITEMS
PURCHASE ORDER NO.:ED840001 ORDERED DATE:1984/ 5/ 1
PART NO. QUANTITY REQUIRED DATE ARRIVAL DATE CUM.QUANTITY
CP2-101 500 1924/ 6/25 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-101 500 1984/ 7/ 2 0
CP2-101 500 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-101 500 1984/ 7/16 0
CP2-102 500 1984/ 6/25 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-102 500 1984/ 7/ 2 0
CP2-102 500 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-102 500 1984/ 7/16 0
CP2-103 1000 1984/ 6/25 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-103 1000 1984/ 7/ 2 0
CP2-103 1000 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-103 1000 1984/ 7/16 0
CP2-104 500 1984/ 7/ 2 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-104 500 1984/ 6/25 0
CP2-104 500 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-104 500 1984/ 7/16 0
CP2-105 500 1984/ 6/25 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-105 500 1984/ 7/ 2 0
CP2-105 500 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-106 500 1984/ 6/25 1984/ 5/ 4 200
CP2-105 500 1984/ 7/16 0
CP2-106 500 1984/ 7/ 2
0
CP2-106 500 1984/ 7/ 9 0
CP2-106 500 1984/ 7/16 0
PURCHASE ORDER NO.:ED840002 ORDERED DATE:1984/ 5/ 1
PART NO. QUANTITY REQUIRED DATE ARRIVAL DATE
CUM. QUANTITY
CP2-109 2000 1984/ 7/ 1 1984/ 5/ 4 500
CP2-110 2000 1984/ 7/ 1 1984/ 5/ 4 500
CP2-111 2000 1984/ 7/ 1 1984/ 5/ 4 500
CP2-116 2000 1984/ 7/ 1 0
PURCHASE ORDER NO.:ED840003 ORDERED DATE:1984/ 5/ 2
PART NO. QUANTITY REQUIRED DATE ARRIVAL DATE
CUM.QUANTITY
CP2-108 2000 1984/ 6/18
0
CP2-108 7000 1984/ 6/26
0
PURCHASE ORDER NO.: ED840004 ORDERED DATE: 1984/ 5/ 2
PART NO. QUANTITY REQUIRED DATE ARRIVAL DATE
CUM.QUATITY
CP2-117 5000 1984/ 7/ 4
0
CP2-118 5000 1984/ 7/ 4 0
CP2-119 5000 1984/ 7/ 4
0
CP2-120 5000 1984/ 7/ 4 0
CP2-121 5000 1984/ 7/ 4
0
CP2-122 5000 1984/ 7/ 4 0
CP2-123 5000 1984/ 7/ 4
0
PURCHASE ORDER NO.:ED840005 ORDERED DATE:1984/ 5/ 2
PART NO. QUANTITY REQUIRED DATE
ARRIVAL DATE CUM.QUANTITY
1000102G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4
3000
1000270G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4 3000
1000682G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4
3000
1000123G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4 3000
1000103G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4
3000
1000153G 10000 1984/ 6/ 3 1984/ 5/ 4
3000
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7. RECEIVING ITEMS REPORT
PECEIVING ITEMS
DATE RECEIVED PART NO. P.O. NO. QUANTITY RECEIVE
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-101 ED840001 200
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-102 ED840001 200
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-103 ED840001 200
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-104 ED840001 200
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-105 ED840001 200
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-1O6 ED840001
200
1934/ 5/ 4 CP2-109
ED340002 500
1924/ 5/ 4 CP2-110 ED840002
500
1984/ 5/ 4 CP2-111 ED840002 500
1984/ 5/ 4 1000102G ED840005 3000
1984/ 5/ 4 1000270G ED640005 3000
1984/ 5/ 4 1000682G ED840005 3000
1984/ 5/4 1000123G ED840005
3000
1924/ 5/ 4 1000103G ED810005
3000
1984/ 5/ 4 1000153G ED840005
3000
1984/ 5/ 4 1100001 ED240007 5000
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8. M/R TRANSACTIONS REPORT
M/R TRANSACTION ITEMS




















DETAIL FILE DESIGN OF THE
MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
96Master Inventory File( IMF)
Type: random access file
Record Length: 70 bytes
Fields:
:string variable1. Part number
(10 bytes)
string variable2. Item description
(20 bytes)
string variable3. Unit of measure
(1 byte)
string variable4. Purchased or Manufactured code
(1 byte)
real variable5. Safety stock
(4 bytes)
: real variable6. Current month beginning inventory
(4 bytes)
real variable7. On hand total quantity
(4 bytes)
: real variable8. On order total quantity
(4 bytes)
9. Present month outgoing transaction• real variable
(4 bytes)
10. Present month incoming transaction: real variable
(4 bytes)
string variable-11. Latest activity date
(6 bytes)
integer variable12. Left side branch record
(2 bytes)





• Integer variable15. Record succeeding
(2 bytes)
Bill of Material Files (Product Part No.)
Type: sequential files each assembled part has its own
file and its part number is used as its file name.
Fields:
• string variable1. Part number
(10 bytes)
• string variable2. Item description
(20 bytes)
• integer variable3. Usage
(variable length)
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Purchase Order File (POF)
Type: sequential file
Fields:
1. Purchase order number :string variable
(10 bytes)
2. Ordered date :string variable
(6 bytes)
3. Number of purchase items :integer variable
(variable length)
4. Status of order :integer variable
(variable length)
Purchase Item File (PIF)
Type: sequential file
Fields:
:string variable1. Purchase o'der number
(10 bytes)
:string variable.2. Part number
(10 bytes)
:real variable3. Quantity purchased
(variable length)
:string variable4. Required arrival date
(6 bytes)
:string variable5. Actual arrival date
A6 bytes)
6. Cumulative quantity received: real variable
(variable length)
:integer variable7. Status of ordered item
(variable length)
.Master Schedule Index File (SIF)
Type: sequential file
Fields:
1. Index to product items to be manufactured by the
specific assembly line at that particular period:
string variable (255 bytes)
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Scheduled Product Item File (SMF)
Type : random access file
Record length: 24 bytes
Fields
1. Product (Part) number :string variable
(10 bytes)
:real variable2. Quantity scheduled
(4 bytes)
:string variable3. Production order numbe
(10 bytes)
Allocated Items File (AIF)
Type: sequential file
Fields:
:string variable1. Allocated period
(6 bytes)
:real variable2. Allocated quantity
(variable length)
:string variable3. Part number
(10 bytes)
Receiving' Items File(' RIF)
Type: sequential=file
Fields:
1. Purchase order number: string variable
(10 bytes)
2. Part number: string variable
(10 bytes)
3. Quantity received :real variable
(variable length)
4. Date received: string variable
(6 bytes)
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Material Requisition (M/R) Transaction File (MRF)
Type: sequential file
Fields:
1. M/R transaction number: integer variable
(variable length)
2. Part number: string variable
(10 bytes)
3. Quantity issued: real variable
(variable length)
4. Date issued: string variable
(6 bytes)
Scheduled Arrival File (GAF)
Type: random access file
Fields: each field depicts scheduled arrival quantity of a
particular item in each of'24 periods ahead
real variable (4 bytes each)
Gross Requirement Explosion File (GRF)
Type: random access file
Record length: 32 bytes-
Fields: each field depicts scheduled requirements
of a particular item in each of 8 periods ahead
real variable (4 bytes each)
Allocation explosion rile k- air')
Type: random access file
Record length: 96 bytes
Fields: each field depicts allocated requirements
of a particular item in each of 24 periods
ahead real variable (4 bytes each)
. Net Requirement File (NRF)
Type: ranaom access iie
Record length: 96 bytes
Fields: each field depicts net requirements of a
particular item in each of 24 periods




THE MATERIAL REQUIREMENT.PLANNING SUBSYSTEM
1. Update M/R Transactions
2. Update Receiving Items
3. Create M/R Transaction File
4. Print M/R Transaction File
5. Create Receiving Items File
6. Print Receiving Items File
7. Create Purchase Order File
8. Print Outstanding Purchase Order Items
9. Create Bill of Material
10. Print Bill of Material
11. Create Allocated Item File
12 Print Allocated Item File
13. Create Master Schedule File
14. Print Master Schedule
15. Create Master Inventory File
16. Print Master Inventory Record_
17. Material Requirement Explosion
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1. UPDATE'M/R TRANSACTIONS
5395 REM UPDATE M/R TPANSACTION FILE
5400 OPEN "R", #1,"IMF", 70
5405 FIELD 01,10 AS UA$,20 AS UB%,1 AS UC%,1 AS UD$,4 AS UE$,4 AS UF$,4 AS UGb,4
AS UH$, 4 AS UI$, 4 AS UJ$, 6 AS UK$, 2 AS UL$, 2 AS UM$
,2 AS UN$,2 AS UO$
5410 OPEN "I",#2,"MRF"




5430 GET 01, ID%
5435 IF BT$= UAEV THEN GOTO 5460
5440 IF SB$UA$ THEN ID% CVI (UM$) ELSE ID%=CVI (UL$)
5445 IF ID%>0 THEN 5430
5450 PRINT SA%,SB$,SC,SD$,"NOT FOUND"
5455 GOTO 5415
5460 LSET UG$=ti1KS$ (CVS (UG$) -3C): LSET UI$=NIKS% (CVS (UI%) +SC)
5461 W= I N STR (1 SD$, "/"):Y%=VAL( LEFTS (SD$, W-1)): Q$=R I GHT$ (SD$, LEN (SD$) -W)
5462 W= I NlSTR (1 O$, "/"): 14%=VAL (LEFTS (Q$, W-1)) D%=VAL (RIGHT$ (Q%, LEN (0$) -W)
5463 SD$=MKI$ (Y%) +MKI% (N%) +MKI$ (D%)





1022. UPDATE RECEIVING ITEMS
5000 REM UPDATE RECEIVING ITEMS
5005 REM A. UPDATE PURCHASE ITEM FILE
5010 OPEN "I", #1,"RIF"





5040 IF EOF (2) THEN GOTO 5035
5045 INPUT #2,PA$,PTS,PC,PD$,PE$,PF,PG%
5050 IF FD=1 THEN GOTO 5080
5055 IF PA$<> RA$ THEN GOTO 5080
5060 IF PR$<> RE$ THEN GOTO 5080
5065 IF PG$=2 THEN GOTO 5080
5070 FE$=PE$+"+"+RD$:PF=PF+RC:FD=1





5095 NAME "NPIF" AS "PIF"
5100 GOTO 5015
5105 CLOSE#1
5110 REM B. UPDATE PURCHASE ORDER FILE
5115 OPEN "I", #1, "POF"
5120 OPEN "0", #2, "NPOF"
5125 OPEN "I", $3, "PIF"
5130 IF EOF (1) THEN GOTO 5185
5135 INPUT #1,OA$,OB$,OC%,OD%
5140 WA%=O


















5235 IF PA$<>OA$ THEN GOTO 5230
5240 PRINT #2,PA$;",";PB$;";PC$;","PD$;",";PE$;",";PF;",";pg%
5245 WA%=WA%+1
5250 IF WA%=OG% THEN GOTO 5215 ELSE GOTO 5230
5255 CLOSE #1,#2,#3
5260 KILL "PIF"
5265 NAME "NPIF" AS "PIF"
5270 REM C. UPDATE ON ORDER QUANTITY
5275 OPEN "R",#1,"IMF", 70
5280 FIELD #1,10 A$ UA$,20 UE$,1 AS UC$,1 AS UD$,4 AS UE$,4 AS UG$,4
AS UH$,4 AS UT$,4 AS UT$,6 AS UK$,2 AS UL$,2 AS UM$
2 AS UN$,2 AS UO$
5285 OPEN "I", #1,"RIH
5290 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 5365
5295 INPUT #2,RA$,RB$,RC,RD
5296 A$=SPACE$(10) LSET A$=RB$;RB$=A$
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2. UPDATE RECEIVING ITEMS (CONTINUE)
5305 ID%=2
5305 GET #1, ID%
5310 IF UA$=RB$ THEN GOTO 5335
5315 IF RB$>UA$ THEN ID%=VI(UM$) ELSE ID%=CVI(UL$)
5320 IF ID%>O THEN GOTO 5305








5350 IF PD$>UK$ THEN UK$=RD$




1043. CREATE M/R TRANSACTION FILE
9005 ON ERROR GOTO 91 O
9010 OPEN. "I",#1, "MRF"
9015 CLOSE #1
9020 KILL "OLDMRF."
9025 NAME "MRF" AS "OLDMRF"
9030 OPEN "O", #1, "MRF"
9035 INPUT "M/R NO.",SA%.
9040 IF SA%=-1 THEN GOTO 9135
9045 INPUT "PART NO.", SB$
9050 IF LEN(SB$)=0 OR L.EN(SB$)10 THEN GOTO 9045
9060 INPUT "OUANTITY ISSUED",SC
9065 INPUT; "DATE ISSUED ",KY%
9070 INPUT;"/", KN%
90'5 INPUT;"/", KD%
9080 IF KD%>28 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-INT (KY%100)*100=0 OR KY%-INT (KY%/4)*4 >0) THEN
GOTO 9065
9085 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 THEN GOTO 9065
9090 IF KD%>30 AND (KM% 4 OR KM%=6 OR KM%=9 OR KM%=11) THEN GOTO 9065
9095 IF KD%31 THEN GOTO 9065




9120 IF ERR=53 AND ERL=9010 THEN GOTO 9030




1054. PRINT M/R TRANSACTION FILE
6900 REM PRINT M/R TRANSACTION FILE
6905 ON ERROR GOTO 6960
6910 OPEN "I",#1,"MRF"
6915 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
6920 LPRINT SPC(20)"M/R TRANSACTION ITEMS"
6925 LPRINT:LPRINT




6941 W=INSTR(1,Q$,"/"):M7.=VAL(LEFT(Q$,W-1)):D%=VAL(RIGHT$(Q$,LEN (Q$)-W))6942 LPRINT USING "####";Y%;
6943 LPRINT "/";
6944 LPRINT USING "##";M%;
6945 LPRINT"/";
6946 LPRINT USING "##"; D%;
6947 LPRTAB(20); SE$ TAB (35); SA%; TAB (50);
6950 LPRINT USING "########";SC
6955 GOTO 6935
6960 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 6970
6965 PRINT "ERROR CONDITION FOUND";ERR,ERL
6970 CLOSE #1
6975 RETURN
106S. CREATE RECEIVING ITEMS FILE
9300 REM CREATE RECEIVING FILE




9325 NAME "RIF" AS "OLDRIF"
9330 OPEN ft "O",#1,"RIF"
9335 INPUT "PURCHASE ORDER NO.",RA%
9340 IF LEN (RA$) =0 OR LEN1 (RA$)>10 THEN GOTO 9335
9345 IF VAL(RA$)=-1 THEN GOTO 9440
9350 INPUT "PART NO.",RB5
9355 IF LEN(RB$)=0 OR LEN(RA$)10 THEN-GOTO 9350
9360 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=RB$:RB$=As
9365 INPUT "QUANTITY RECEIVED",RC
9370 INPUT;"DATE RECEIVED" ,KY%
9375 INPUT;"/",KM%
9380 INPUT;"/",KD%
9385 IF K.D% 28 AND K1,1%=2 AND (KY%- INT (KY%/100)* 100=0 OR KY%/4)*4>0) THEN
GOTO 9370
9390 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 THEN GOTO 9370
9395 IF KD%>30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM%=6 OR KM%=9 OR KM% 11) THEN GOTO 9370
9400 IF KD%>31 THEN GOTO 9370
9405 IF KM%>12 THEN GOTO 9370
9410 RD$=STR%(KY%)+"/" +STR$(KM%)+ "/"+STR%(KD7.)
9415 PRINT #1,RA$;","RB$;",";RC;";RD$
9420 GOTO 9335
9425 IF ERR=53 AND ERL=9310 THEN GOTO 9320





6. PRINT RECEIVING ITEMS FILE
6800 REM PRINT RECEIVING ITEMS FILE
6805 ON ERROR GOTO 6860
6810 OPEN "I",#1,"RIF"
6815 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
6820 LPRINT SPC(20)"RECEIVING ITEMS"
6825 LPRINT:LPRINT





6842 LPRINT USING "####";Y%;
6843 LPRINT"/";
6844 LPRINT USING "##";M%;
6845 LPRINT"/";
6846 LPRINT USING "##";D%;
6847 LPRINT TAB(20);RB5;TAB(35);RA$;TAB(50)
6950 LPRINT USING "########";RC
6855 GOTO 6835
6860 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 6870




7. CREATE PURCHASE ORDER FILE






9618 FIELD #5,10 AS UA$,20 AS UB$,1 AS US$,1 AS UD$,4 A$ UE$,4 AS UE$,4 AS UG$
AS UH$,4 AS UI$,4 AS UJ$,6 AS UK$,2 AS UL$,2 AS UM$
,2 AS UN$,2 AS UO$




9633 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 9645
9636 INPUT #2,PA$,PB$,PC,PD$,PE$,PF,PG%




9651 INPUT "PURCHASE ORODER NO. ",OA$
9654 IF LEN(OA$)=G OR LEN(OA$)>10 THEN GOTO 965
9657 IF VAL(OA$)=-1 THEN GOTO 9783
9660 INPUT;"ORDFRED DATE ",KY%
9663 INPUT;"/", KM%
9666 INPUT "/", KD%
9669 IF KDV>20 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-IWT (K%/100)*100=0 OR KY%=INT(KY%4)*4>01 THEN
GOTO 9660
9672 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 THEN GOTO 9660
9675 IF KD%>30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM%=6 OR KM%=9 OR KM%=111 THEN GOTO 9660
9678 IF KD%>31 THEN GOTD 9660
9681 IF KM5>12 THEN GOTO 9660
9684 OB$=STR$(KY%)+"/"+STR$(KM%)+"/"+STR$(KD%)
9687 OC%=
9690 INPUT "PART NO.">PB$
9693 IF LEN(PB$)=0 BR LEN(PB$)>10 THEN GOTO 9690
9696 IF VAL (PB$)=-1 THEN GOTO 9777
9699 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=PB$:PB$=A$
9702 INPUT "DUAMTITY ORDERED", PO
9705 INPUT;"REQUIRED ARRIVAL DTAE ",KY%
9708 INPUT;"/", KM%
9711 INPUT "/", KD%
9714 IF KD%>23 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-INT(KM%/100)*100=0 OR KY%-ITN(KY%/4)*4>0) THEN
GOTO 9705
9717 IF KD%>29 AND (KM%=2 THEN GOTO 9705
9720 IF KD%>30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM%=4 OR KM%=9 OR KM%=11) THEN GOTO 9705
9723 IF KD%>31 THEN GOTO 9705





9741 IF PB$=US$ THEN GOTO 9755
9744 IF PB$>UA$ THEN ID%=CVI(UM$) ELSE ID%-CVI(UL$)
9747 IF ID%>O THEN GOTO 9738






9768 IF WW$>UK$ THEN LSET UK$=WW$
9771 PUT #5,ID%
9774 OC%=OC%+1:GOTO 9690






9795 NAME "NPIF" AS "PIF"
9798 NAME "NROF" AS "POF"
9801 RETUEM
1098. PRINT OUTSTANDING PURCHASE ORDER ITEMS
6300 REM PRINTING OUTSTANDING PURCHASE-ORDER ITEM
6310 OPEN "I", #1, "POF."
6315 OPEN "I",#2, "PIF"
6320 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
6325 LPRINT SPC(20)OUTSTANDING PURCHASE ORDER ITEMS
6330 LPRINT:LPRINT
6335 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 6425
6336 INPUT #1 OA$,OB$,OC%, OD%
6340 LPRINT PURCHASE ORDER NO.:"OA$;
6345 W=INSTR(1,OB$,"/"):Y%=VAL(LEFT$(OBE,W-1)):Q$=RIGHT$(OB$,LEN(OBS)-W)
6346 W=INSTR(1,Q$,"/"):M%=VAL(LEFT$(Q$,W-1)):D%=VAL(RIGHT$(Q$,LEN(Q$)-W))
6350 LPRINT TAB(50);"ORDERED DATE:";
6351 LPRINT USING "#####"; Y%; :LPRINT"/";
6352 LPRINT USING "##";M% :LPRINT"/";
6353 LPRINT USING "##";D%
6355 LPRINT "PART NO.";SPC(3);"QUANTITY";SPC(4);"REQUIRED DATE";SPC(4);ARRIVAL
DATE";SPC(4);"CUM.QUANTITY
6360 FOR I=1 TO OC%
6365 INPUT #2,PA$,PB$,PC,PD$,PE$,PF,PG%
6370 IF PA$<>OA$ THEN GOTO 6420
6375 LPRINT PB$;TAB(12)




6388 LPRINT USING "####";Y%;:LPRINT"/";
6389 LPRINT USING "##";M%; :LPRINT"/";
6390 LPRINT USING "##";D%;
6391. IF INSTR(1,PE%,"+")=0 THEN GOTO 6394
6392 PE$=RIGHT (PE$,LEN(PE$)-INSTR(1,PE$,"+")):GOTO 6391




6398 LPRINT USING "####";Y%;:LPRINT"/";
6399 LPRINT USING "##";M%; :LPRINT
6400 LPRINT USING "##";D%;
6405 LPRINT TAB(58);:LPRINT USING "########";PF
6410 NEXT I
6415 LPRINT:GOTO 6335.




9. CREATE BILL OF MATERIAL
8000 REM CREATE BILL OF MATERIAL
8010 INPUT "PRODUCT PART NO. ",ZZS
8015 IF LEN(ZZ$)=0 OR LEN(ZZ$)>10 THEN GOTO 8010
8020 IF VAL(ZZ$)=-1 THEN GOTO 8360
8025 INPUT "NEW(1) OR MODIFIED(2)",Z%
8030 ON Z% GOTO 8040,8220
8035 GOTO 8010
8040 OPEN "R",#1,"TENFIL",32
8045 FIELD #1,10 AS PX$,20 AS PY$,2 AS PZ$
8050 ZI%=0
8055 INPUT "PART NO.:",KX$
8060 IF LEN(KX$)>10 THEN GOTO 8055
8065 IF VAL(KX$)=-1 THEN GOTO 8110
8070 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=KX$: KX$=AS
8075 INPUT "PART DESCRIPTION:",KY$
8080 IF LEN(KY$)=0 OR LEN(KY$)>20 THEN GOTO 8075
8085 INPUT "USAGE:",KZ%
8090 ZI%=ZI%+1
8095 LSET PX$:LSET PY$=KY$:LSET PZ$=MKI$(KZ5)
8100 PUT #1,ZI%
8105 GOTO 8055
8110 IF ZI%=0 THEN GOTO 8010
8115 GET #1,1
8120 ZT$=MKI$(1)
8125 IF ZI%=1 THEN GOTO 8175
8130 FOR 1=2 TO ZI%
8125 GET #1,I
8140 CA$=PX$ :CC%=I
8145 FOR J=2 TO LEN(ZT$) STEP 2
8150 GET #1, CVI CMID$(ZT$,J-1,2))





8180 FOR I=]1 TO ZI%
8185 GET #1, CVI(NID$,2*I-1,2)
8190 KX$=PX$:KY$=PY$:KZ%=CVI(PZ$)






8225 OPEN "I", #1,ZZ$
8230 F=0
8235 INPUT "PART NO.",KX$
8240 IF LEN9KX$)=0 OR LLN(KX$)>10 THEN GOTO 8235
8245 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=KX$:KX$=A$
8250 INPUT "PART DESCRIPTION:",KY$
8255 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=KX$:KX$=A$
8260 INPUT "YSAGE(DELETYED=MINUS):",JZ%
8265 IF EDF(1) THEN GOTO 8325
8566 INPUT #1,ZX$,ZY$,ZW%
8270 IF F<>0 THEN GOTO 8320
8275 IF ZX$<KX$ THEN GOTO 8320
8280 IF ZX$=KX$ THEN GOTOI 8295
8285 F=1:IF KZ%<1 THEN GOTO 8620
8290 PRINT #2,KX$;",";KY$;",";KZ%:GOTO 8320
8295 KZ%=ZW5+KZ%
8300 F=1
8305 IF KZ%=0 THEN GOTO 8265
8310 IF KZ<0 THEN KZ%=ZW%
8315 PRINT #2,ZX$;",";ZYe;",""; KZ%:GOTO 8265
8320 PRINT #2,ZX$;",";ZY$;",";ZW%ZW%:FOTO 8265
8325 IF F=0 THEN PRINT #2MKX$;",";KY$;","KZ%
8330 CLOSE #1,#2
8335 KILL ZZ$




10. PRINT BILL OF MATERIAL
6150 RE_14 BILL OF MATERIAL.
6155 INPUT PRODUCT PART NO.:",KX$
6160 IF LEN(KX$)=O OR LEN(K:$)1O THEN GOTO 6155
6165 IF VAL(KX$)=-1 THEN GOTO 6240
6170 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=KX$: ZZ$=A$
6180 OPEN" I" #11,ZZ$
6190 LPRINT PRODUCT.PART NO.:ZZ$
6195 LPRINT
6200 LPRINT PART NO.SPC(10)DESCRIPTIONSPC(10)USAGE








11. CREATE ALLOCATED ITEM FILE
8700 REM CREATE ALLOCATION ITEM FILE
8705 OPEN O,#1,TEMA
8710 INPUT ALLOCATION BY PRODUCT(P) OR BY ITEMt(I):,KW$
8715 IF KW$=P OR KW$=I THEN.GOTO 8720 ELSE GOTO 8710
8720 INPUT PART NO.:,KX$
8725 IF LEN(KX$)=0 OR LEN(KX$)10 THEN GOTO 8720





8755 IF K.D'/.28 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-INT(KY%/100)#100=0 OR KY'/.-INT(KY'/./4)*40) THEN
GOTO 8740
8760 IF KD%29 AND Kt'1%=2 THEN GOTO 8740
8765 IF KD'/.30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM`/.=6 OR KM%=9 OR KM%=11) THEN GOTO 8740
8770 IF KD%31 THEN-GOTO 8740
8775 KZ$=STR$ (KY%)+/ +STR$ (KM'/.)+/ +STR$ (KD%)
8780 INPUT ALLOCATION QUANTITY:,KV






8825 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 8840
8826 INPUT #1,QA$,QB$,QC
8830 PRINT #3,OA$,QB$, QC
8835 GOTO 8825
8840 CLOSE #1
8845 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 8900
8346 INPUT 02,KW$,KX$,KZ$,KV
8850 IF KW$=PTHEN GOSUB 8860 ELSE PRINT #3, KZ$, KX%, KV
8855 GOTO 8845
8860 OPEN I,#4,KX$










8915 NAME NAIF AS "AIF"
8920 RETURN
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12. PRINT ALLOCATED ITEM FILE
6700 REM PRINT ALLOCATED ITEMS FILE
6705 OPEN "I",#1,"AIF"
6710 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
6715 LPRINT SPC(20);"ALLOCATED ITEMS"
6720 LPRINT:LPRINT
6725 LPRINT PART NO.SPC(12)ALLOCATED QUANTITYSPC(5)DATE REQUIRED
6735 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 6775
6736 INPUT #1,QB%,OA$,QC
6740 W=INSTR(1,QB$,"/"):Y%=VAL(LEFT$(QB$,W-1) ):Q$=RIGHT$(QB$,LEN(QB$)-W)
6745 W= I NSTR (1,Q$,"/"):M%=VAL (LEFTS (Q$, W-1)):D%=VAL (RIGHT$ (Q$, LEN (Q$) -W))
6750 LPRINT QA$TAB(20).
6755 LPPINT USING "########";QC;
6760 LPRINT TAE(45):LPRINT USING ####Y%:LPRINT"/"




11413. CREATE MASTER SCHEDULE FILE




7020 NAME "SIF" AS "OLDSIF"
7025 NAME "SMF" AS "OLDSMF"
7030 OPEN "O", #1, "SIF"
7035 OPEN "R",#2, "SMF",24
7040 FIELD #2,10 AS TA$, 4 AS TB$, 10 AS TC$
7045 FOR I=1 TO 4.





7075 INPUT "PRODUCT PART NO.:",KA$
7080 IF LEN (KA$) =0 OR LEN (KA$) 1 O THEN GOTO 7075
7085 IF VAL (VA$)=- 1 THEN GOTO 7160
7090 LSET TAT=FA$
7095 INPUT "QUANTITY SCHEDULED;",KB
7100 LSET TB$=MKS$(KB)
7105 INPUT "PRODUCTION ORDER NO.:",KC$
7110 IF LEN (KC$)= O OR LEN(KC$)>10 THEN GOTO 7105
7115 LSET TC$=KC$
7120 INPUT "ASSEMRLY LINE NO. (1-4):",I
7125 IF I>4 OR I< 1 THEN GOTO 7120
7130 INPUT "WEEKS FROM NOW (1-8):", I
7135 IF I>8 OR I< 1 THEN GOTO 7130
7110 PUT 02, I I%




7165 FOR J=1 TO 3
7170 FOR I=1 TO 4
7175 PRINT #1, MS# (I,J)
7180 NEXT I
7185 NEXT J
71 90 CLOSE #1
71.95 RETURN
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14. PRINT MASTER SCHEDULE
6500 REM PRINT MASTER SCHEDULE
6505 OPEN "I",#1,"SIF"
6510 OPEN "R",#2,"SMF",24
6515 FIELD #2,10 AS TA$,4 AS TB$,10 AS TC$
6520 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
6525 LPRINT SPC(20);"MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE"




6550 IF D%>22 AND M%=2 AND (Y%-INT(YT/100)*100-0 OR Y%-INT(Y%/41*4>O) THEN GOTO
6535
6555 IF D%>29 AND M%=2 THEN GOTO 6535
6560 IF D%>30 AND (M%=4 OR M%=6 OR M%=9 OR M%=11) THEN GOTO 6535
6565 IF D%>31 THEN GOTO 6535
6570 IF M%>12 THEN GOTO 6535
6575 LPRINT USING "####";Y%;
6576 LPRINT "/";:LPRINT USING "##";M%;
6577 LPRINT "/";:LPRINT USING "##";D%
6580 LPPINT:LPRINT
6585 LPRINT "WEEK";SPC(6);"LINE";SPC(4) "PRODUCTION ORDER";SPC(1);"PART NO."ISPO
(7);"QUANTITY"
6590 FOR J=1 TO 8
6595 FOR I=1 TO 4
6600 INPUT #1,MS$
6603 IF LEN(MS$)=0 THEN GOTO 6630
6604 MS4=RIGHT$(MS$,LEN(MS$)-1)










6650 GET #2,VAL(WW$):LPRINT J:TAB(10);I;TAB(20);TC$;TAB(35);TA$;TA$(50);
6655 IPRINT USING "#########";CVS(TB$)
6660 RETURN
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15. CREATE MASTER INVENTORY DILE
7400 REM CREATE MASTER INVENTORY FILE
7405 OPEN "R", #1, "IMF",70
7410 FIELD #1,10 AS UA$, 20 AS UB$,1 AS UC$, 1 AS UD$,4 AS UE$, 4 AS
AS UH$, 4 AS UI$, 4 AS UJ$, 6 AS UK$. 2 AS UL$, 2 AS UM$
,2 AS UN$, AS UO$
7415 INPUT; "CRRENT DATE:",KX%
7420 INPUT;"/", KY%
7425 INPUT "/", KZ%
7430 IF KZ%>23 AND KY%=2 AND (KX%-INT(KX%/100)*100=0 OR KX%-INT (KX%/4)*4>0) THEN
GOTO 7415
7435 IF KZ%>29 AND KY%=2 THEN GOTO 7415
7440 IF KZ%>30 AND (KY%=4 OR KY%=6 OR KY%=9 OR kY%=11 THEN GOTO 7415
7445 IF KZ%>31 THEN GOTO 7415




7470 INPUT "PART NO.:", KA$
7475 IF LEN (KA$)=0 OR LEN (KA$)>10 THEN GOTO 7470
7480 IF VAL (KA$)=-1 THEN GOTO 7750
7485 A$=SPACE$ (10):LSET A$=KA$:=A$
7490 INPUT "ITEN DESCRIPTION:", KB$
7495 IF LEN (KB$)>20 OR LEN (KB$)=0 THEN GOTO 7490
7500 INPUT "UNIT OF MEASURE:", KC$
7505 IF LEN (KC$)<>1 THEN GOTO 7510
7510 INPUT "PURCHASED(P) OR MANUFACTURED(M):".KD $
7515 IF LEN (KD$)<>1 THEN GOTO 7510
7520 INPUT "SAFETY STOCK:",KE
7525 INPUT "BEGINNING INVENTORY:", KF
7530 INPUT "CURRENT ON HADND QUANTITY:",KG
7535 INPUT "CURPENT ON ORDER QUANTITY:",KH
7540 CC%=CC#+1
7445 ID$=2
7550 GET #1. ID%
7555 IF KA$<UA$ THEN GOTO 7620
7560 IF KA$>UA$ RHEN GOTO 7635
7565 PRINT "RECORD ALREADY EXIST"
7570 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO MODIFIED (Y OT N):",KK$
7575 IF KK$="Y" THEN GOTO 7590
7580 IF KK$<>"N" THEN GOTO 7570
7585 CC%=CC%-1: GOTO 7470
7590 LSET UB$=KB$ UC$=KC$: LST UD$=KD$
7595 LSET UE$=MKS$ (KE):LSET UF$=MKS$(KF):LSET UG$=MKS$(KG)




7620 IF ACI(UL$)=0 THEN GOTO 7650
7625 ID%=CVI (UL$)
7630 GOTO 7550
7635 IF CVI (UM$)=0 THEN GOTO 7685
7640 ID%=CVI(UM$)
7645 GOTO 7550
7650 P%=CVI (UN$): S%=ID%
7655 LSET UN$=MKI$ (CC%): LSET UL$=MKI$ (CC%)
7660 PUT #1, IF%
7663 IF P%< 1 THEN GOTO 7680
7665 GET #1, P%
7670 LSET UO$=MKI$(CC%)
7675 PUT #1, P%
7680 GOTO 7715
7685 P%=ID%:S%=CVI (UO$)
7690 LSET UO$=MKI$(CC%): LSET UM$=MKI$ (CC%)
7695 PUT #1, ID%
11715. CREATE MASTER INVENTORY FILE (CONTINUE)




7715 LSET UA$=KA$:LSET UB$=KD$;LSET UC$=KC$
7720 LSET UD$=KD$:LSET UE$=MKS$(KE):LSET UF$=MKS$(KF)
7725 LSET US$=MKS$(KG):LSET UH$=MKS$(KH):LSET UI$=MKS$(O)
7730 LSET UJ4=MKS$(O):LSET UK$=DD$:LSET UL$=MKI$(O)








11816 PRINT MASTER INVENTORY RECORD
6000 REM PRINT MASTER INVENTCRV RECORD
6005 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRIFNIT
6010 LPRINT PC (20);" MASTER INVENTORY RECORD"
6015 LPRINT: LPRINT
6020 OPEN 'R", #11, "IMF",70
6025 FIELD #11,10. AS UA$,20 AS LIRA,lAS UC$,1 AS UE$,4 AS UE$,4 AS OF 04 AS UG$,4
AS UH$, 4 As UI$, 4 AS UJ$, 6 AS UKW,2 AS UL$,2 AS UM$
, 2 AS IJtl$, 2 AS U0$
6030 ID% =2
6035 GET #11,ID%
6040 IF CVI(UL$)=O THEN GOTO 6050
6045 ID%=CVI (UL$): GOTO 6035
6050 Y%= CVI(MID$(UK$)1,2)):M%=CVI(MID$(UK$,3,2)):D%=CVI (MID$,5,2))
6055 LPRINT "P/N:";LIA$ ;SPC (4);" ITEM DESCRIPTION:"; UB$;"LATEST DATE:";
6060 LPRINT USING '####";Y%;
6065 LPRINT"/";
6070 LPPINT USING 6075 LPRINT "##";M%;
6075 LPRINT USING "/";
6080 LPRINT USING "##";D%
6085 LPRINT SPC(50;UC$;SPC(5;UD$;SPC(6);"SAFETY STOCK:";
6090 LPRINT USING "#########";CVS(UE$)
6095 LFRINT " BEGINNING INVENTORY:";
6100 LPRINT USING## 4 #####CVS (UF$)
6105 LPRINT ON HAND:
6110 LPPINT LIKING "######"CVS (UG$);
6115 LPRINT "ON ORDER:";
6120 LPRINT USING "########";CVS(UH$);
6175 LPRINT " OUTGOING:";
6130 LPRINT USIN"G########"; CVS (UI$)
6135 LPRINT " INCOMING:";
6140 LPRINT USING "#########";CVS(UJ$)
6141 LPRINT
6145 ID%=CVI(UO$)
6150 IF ID%=O THEN GOTO 6160




17. MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION
1000 REM MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION
1005 DIM WX$(24),HR(8),GA(24),AA(24),NR(24),HR$(8),GA$(8),AA$(0),NR$(8)
1010 INPUT;"SCHEDULE BEGINNING DATE:",KY%
1015 INPUT;"/",KM%
1020 INPUT "/",KD%
1025 IF KD%>28 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-INT(KM%/100)*100=O OR KY%-INT(KY%4)*4>01 THEN
GOTO 1010
1030 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 THEN GOTO 1010
1035 IF KD%>30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM%=6 OR KM%=11) THEN GOTO 1010
1040 IF KD%>31 THEN GOTO 1010




1065 LPRINT SPC(20);"MATERIAL REQUIRMENT EXPLOSION REPORT"
1070 LPRINT:LPRINT
1075 OPEN "R",#1,"IMF",70
1080 FIELD #1,10 AS UA$,20 AS UB$, 1 AS U$,1 AS UD$,4 AS UE$,4 AS UF$,4 AS UG$,4
AS UH$,4 AS UI$,4 AS UJ$,2 AS UK$,2 AS UL$, AS UM$
2 AS UN$,2 AS UN$
1085 OPEN "R",#3,"SMF",24
1090 FIELD #3,10 AS TA$,4 AS TB$,10 AS TC$
1095 OPEN "R",#4,"GRF",32
1100 FIELD H4,4 AS HR$(1),4 AS HR$(2),4 AS HK$(3),4 AS HR$(4),4 AS HR$(5),4AS H
R$(6),4 AS HR$(7),4 AS HR$(8)
1105 OPEN "R",#5,"GAF",32
1110 FIELD #5,4 AS GA$(1),4 AS GA$(2),4 AS GA$(3),4 AS GA$(4),4 AS GA$(5), 4 AS G
A$(6),4 AS GA$(7),4 AS GA$(8)
1115 OPEN "R",#8,"AAF",32
1120 FIELD #G,4 AS AA$(1),4 AS AA$(2),4 AS AA$(3),4 AS AA$(4),4 AS AA$(5),4 AS A
A$(6),4 AS AA$(7),4 AS GA$(8)
1125 OPEN "R",#7,"NRF",32
1130 FIELD #7,4 AS NR$(1),4 AS NR$(2),4 AS NR$(3),4 AS NK$(4),4 AS NR$(5), 4 AS N
R$(6),4 AS NR$(7),4 AS NR$(S)
1135 REM ARRANG MASTER INVENTORY ITEMS IN SEQUENTIAL GRDER
1140 ID%=2
1145 GET #1,ID%
1150 IF CVI(UL$)=0 THEN GOTO 1160
1155 ID%=CVI(L$):GOTO 1145
1160 REM CALCULATE GROSS REQUIREMENTS EXPLOSION
1165 OPEN "I",#2,"SIF"
1170 FOR I=1 TO 8
1175 WS=O
1180 FOR J=1 TO 4
1185 INPUT #2,TT$



















12017. MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION (CONTINUE)
1270 REM CALCULATE OH ORDER EXPLDSION
1275 FOR I=1 TO 24
1220 GA(I)=O
1285 NEXT I
1290 IF H1)$="P" THEN GOTO 1370
1295 OPFPI "I",#2,"SIF"
1300 FOR I=1 TO
1305 FOR J=l TO 4
1310 INPUT #2, TT$




1330 GET #3, VAL (WW$)
1335 IF TA$=UA$ THEN GA(I)=GA(I)+CVS(TB$)
1340 WEND
1345 GET #3,VAL(TT$)




1.36 5 GOTO 1435
1370 OPEN "I",#6,"PIP
1375 IF EOF(6) THEN GOTO 1430
1320 INPUT #6, PA$, PB$, PC, PD$, PE$, PF, PG%
1881 A$ =SPACEZ(10): LSET A$=PB$: PB$=A$
1385 IF PB$< >UA$ THEN GOTO 1375




1410 IF K>24 THEN GOTO 1375




1435 FOR I=1 TO 3
1440 WW%=I*8-8





1470 REM CALCUL ATE ALLOCATION EXPLOSIOII AND UPDATE





1500 IF EOF(9) THEN GOTO 1560
1505 INPUT #9,QA$,OB$,QC
1506 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET a$=QD$:OB$=A$
1510 IF OB$<>UA$ THEN GOTO 1550
1515 W=INSTR(1,QA$,"/"):Y%=VAL(LEFT$(QA$,W-1)):Q$=RIGHT$,LFN(QA$)-W
1570 W=TNSTR(1,Q$,"/"): M%=VAL(LEFT$(Q$,W-1)):D%=VAL(RIGH$(Q$,LEW (U$) -W)
1525 SS$=MKI$(Y%)+MKI$(M%)+MKI$(D%)
1530 GOSUB 2100
1535 IF K>24 TIAEM GOTO 1550
1340 IF K=0 THEM GOTO 1500





1570 MAME "NAIF" AS "AIF"
1575 FOR I=1 TO 3
12117. MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION (CONTINUE)
1580 WW%=T*8-8
1585 FOR J=1 TO 8
1590 LSET AA$(J)=MKS$(AA(WW%+J)
1595 NEXT J
1600 PUT #8) (ID%-1)*3+1
1605 NEXT I
1610 REM CALCULATE NET REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION
1615 NR(O)=CVS(UG($)-CVS(UE$)
1620 FOR I=1 TO 8
1625 IF DE(I-I)<G THEN NR(I)=GA(I)-HR(I)-AA(I) ELSE NR(1)-NR(I-1)+GA(I)-HR(I)-A
(I)
1630 NEXT I
1635 FOR I=9 TO 24
1640 IF NP(I-1)<D THEN NR(I)=GA(J)=A(I) ELSE NR(I)=NR(I-1)+GA(I) 6A(I)
1645 NEXT I
1650 WW%=-8
1655 FOR I=1 TO 3
1660 WW%=WW%+8





1690 REM PRINT MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION PER ITEMS
1695 LPRINT:LPRINT "P/N:";US$
1700 LPRINT TAB(20);"DESCRIPTION:";UB$
1705 LPRINT "SAFETY STOCK:";
1710 LPRINT USING "#########";CVS(UE$);
1715 LPRINT TAB(40); ON HAND QUANTITY:";
1720 LPRINT USING "#########";CVS(UG$)
1725 FOR J=1 TO 3
1730 FOR K=1 TO 8
1735 I=(J-1)*8+K




1760 FOR K=1 TO 8
1765 I=(J-1)*8+K
1770 Z=GA(I): GOSUB 1970
1775 NEXT K
1780 LPRINT
1784 IF J<>1 THEN GOTO 1810










1835 FOR K=L TO 8
1840 I=(J-1)*8+K




1865 FOR K=1 TO 8
1870 I=(J-1)*8+K





12217. MATERIAL REQUIREMENT EXPLOSION (CONTINUE)
1900 ID%=CVI(UO$)





1930 REM PRINT SUBROUTINE 1
1935 Y%=CVI(MID$(SS$,1,2)):M%=CVI(HID$(SS$,3,2)):D%=CVI(MIL$(SS4,S,2))
1940 Y%=Y%-INT(Y5/100)*100
1945 LPRINT SPC(1);"LPRINT USING "##";Y%
1950 LPRINT "/";:LPRINT USING "##";M%;
1955 LPRINT "/";:LPRINT USING "##";D%;
1960 LPRINT SPC(1);
1965 RETURN
1970 REM PRINT SUBROUTINE 2
1975 LPRINT SPC(1);
1980 LPRINT USING "########";Z;
1985 LPRINT SPC(1);
1990 RETURN
1995 REM SUBROUTINE TO CREATE PERICD BOUNDARY ARRAY
2000 FOR I=1 TO 24
2005 KD%=KD%+7
2010 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 AND (KY%-INT(KY%/100)*100=0 OR KY%-INT(KY%/4)*4>0) THEN
KD%=KD%-28:KM%=KM%+1
2015 IF KD%>29 AND KM%=2 THEN KD%=KD%-29:KM%-KM%+1
2020 IF KD%>30 AND (KM%=4 OR KM%=6 OR KD%=9 OR KM%-11) THEN KD%=KD%-SO:KM%-KM%+1
2025 IF KD%>31 THEN KD%=KD%-31:KM%=KM%+1




2050 REW SUERQUTINE TO SEARCH PN ITEM USAGE FROM GIVEN BILL OG MATERIAL
2055 OPEN "I",#11,TA$
2060 IF EOF(11) THEN GOTO 2085
2065 INPUT #11,PN$,PD$,PI%
2066 A$=SPACE$(10):LSET A$=PN$:PN$=A$
2070 IF PN$<UA$ THEM GOTO 2060





2100 REM SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PERIOD
2105 K=0
2110 IF SS$<DD$ THEN GOTO 2135
2115 FOR K=1 TO 24
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